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Convoy heads
toward Kuwait;
one private
craft hits mine

Back to the books

Attorneys agree to new pan to
reduce charge against Pain Bailey

1

UNION CITY, Tenn. (API — Attorneys for the defense and pro.
secution in the second-degree murder case of Pam Bailey have
reached an agreement to reduce the charge to manslaughter, provided Mrs. Bailey waive her right to a preliminary hearing.
Mrs. Bailey, 22, is charged with killing her 4-year-old daughter,
Marlena Childress, who has been missing since April 16. A
preliminary hearing was scheduled in Obion General Sessions Court
today, when attorneys planned to make their agreement final.
District Attorney General David Hayes said Saturday that he
agreed with Mrs. Bailey's attorney, Wayne Emmons, to reduce the
charge.
"I will do that because our proof will not support second-degree
murder at this time," Hayes said.
Hayes said he agreed to reducing the charge because the only
-(vgvidence the state has is a statement by Mrs. Bailey that she accidentally killed Marlena by slapping the girl, causing her to hit her head
on a table. Mrs. Bailey told authorities she then dumped Marlena's
body into the Obion River. She later recanted.
The agreement would send the case to a grand jury scheduled for
Oct. 5.
Before Hayes announced the agreement. Emmons said Saturday
that he would seek dismissal of the second-degree murder charge.
"There's no proof of the body, nizPproof that a crime was committed," he said.
Marlena's disappearance sparJ(ed a search by hundreds of
volunteers in Kentucky. Tennessee and neighboring states.
Mrs. Bailey, who was arrested June 8, underwent more than a
month of psychological evaluation and has been judged competent to
stand trial. She was released July 31 on $115,000 bond and has since
been living in Mayfield. Ky.. with her parents and husband.

35(.1:\Ts

Calloway County High School principal Jerry Ainley checks senior Mickey Bogard's class
schedule as
registration began today at the school. Registration at CCHS continues through Friday.

MANAMA, Bahrain I AP —
Three Kuwaiti tankers and their
U.S. warship escorts sailed up the
Persian Gulf today after a secret
overnight stop designed to avoid
the possibility of an Iranian ambush, shipping sources reported.
"They detected Iranian military
activity between Farsi Island and
where they were," said one
source, who is in regular contact
with other ships in the area.
Off Bahrain, a wooden dhow, a
private commercial craft. struck
a floating mine this morning,
other shipping sources said. They
said there were no reported
casualties, and the ship apparently did not sink. The incident °can.red in coastal waters, some
distance from the route used by
the convoy a day earlier.
Mines have been spotted off the
Bahrain coast on previous occasions, and two children were killed
earlier this year while examining
(Cont'd on page 2)

Elsewhere...
the AisociAted Press

4sHIAG71jN — A decorated Cuban intelligence • agent who
defected is expected to give U.S. officials the names of Cuban
operatives around the world, the second major intelligence setback
for President Fidel Castro in recent months, Radio Marti officials
say.
WASHINGTON — The Reagan administration, which has proposed
a peace plan for Central America, must defer to an agreement signed
1)3, leaders of that region's five countries, says House- Speaker Jim
W'right.
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa — Tens of thousands of black
workers struck gold and coal mines today, vowing to paralyze the
country's principal export industry in what could be the largest legal
walkout in South Africa's history.
SAN FRANCISCO — Independent counsel Lawrence E. Walsh says
the popularity of Lt. Col. Oliver North or anyone else in the IranContra affair will have no effect on his criminal investigation.
ATLANTA — The head of the national Centers for Disease Control
says the agency will look for ways to give blacks, Hispanics and other
minorities more of a say in federal planning against AIDS.
MELBOURNE, Australia — A gunman in military garb went on a
shooting spree near a suburban railway station, killing six people and
wounding at least 18 others before he was overcome by police.
EL PASO, Texas — Tens of thousands of people, mostly undocumented workers from Mexico, are employed as maids and house
servants in this city, even though it's one of the poorest in Texas.
.4LBUQUERQI*E. N.M. — Some volunteers at KUNM-FM say the
college station's new format is boring. The dispute has been anything
but. It's included lawsuits, protests and a fight in the control room
that was heard over the air.
WASHINGTON — Foreign inventors received an alarming number
of patents in this country last year, the head of the U.S. Patent Office
says. U.S. residents were granted 38,124 patents in 1986, accounting
for 54 percent of the total, while foreigners from 100 countries accounted for nearly 33,000, according to Patent Commissioner Donald
J. Quigg.
WASHINGTON — The Environmental Protection Agency should
refigure its drinking water contamination standards because it
underestimates how much water most people people consume daily,
consumer activist Ralph Nader and a union representing EPA
employees say. Nader said in a letter to EPA administrator Lee
Thomas that agency standards assume an adult drinks at most two
liters a day, or a little more than two quarts. The letter was released
Saturday.
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Beshear wants session
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Lt.
Gov. Steve Beshear says if Gov.
Martha Layne Collins doesn't call
a special session of the Legislature
to deal with the ailing workers'
compensation program, he will
call one himself if she leaves the
state again.
Beshear, who becomes acting
governor when Collins is out of
state, said he has not considered
calling a special session during the
governor's current trip to the Far
East.
"We have an understanding that

I won't pull a fast one on her," he
said.
Beshear made his position
known after a meeting in a hotel in
Canada with Wallace Wilkinson,
the Democratic nominee for
governor, who has urged Collins to
call a special session on workers'
comp.
Beshear said Wilkinson did not
ask him to call a session in Collins'
absence. "He just stated the need
for one, and I agreed."
Asked why he decided to push
for a special session after meeting

one way or the other
with Wilkinson, Beshear said.
"I've been following the issue
closely for months, obviously. And
our meeting reaffirmed my feeling that we ought to do something
now."
Beshear said he will tell the
governor the same thing he told
Finance Secretary Gordon Duke
on Friday about his desire for an
extraordinar*y session when she
returns from the far East.
Collins is not scheduled to return
from her current trip until late
next week. She is scheduled to

speak to the Southern Legislative
Conference in Little Rock. Ark..
on Aug. 17. And a state Commerce
Cabinet spokesman said last week
that Collins hopes to make an
economic-development trip to
Europe in the fall.
Beshear said he and Tommy
Preston. a friend and adviser. met
Wednesday with Wilkinson to
discuss workers' compensation in
Quebec City. where Wilkinson and
his top advisers were staying.

f.•

(('ont'd on page?)

Copy machines a concern to Murray board
By SCOTT WILSON
Staff Writer
The Murray Board of Education, in a specially-called meeting
Friday, voted to reject all bids for
four copying machines previously
brought up for consideration at a
July 23 meeting. The machines
were to be used in each of the four
schools in the Murray system.
Therefore, the board later voted
to continue its maintenance contract for their current machines
with Cagle Business Systems of

Prichard panel
chairman says
reform losing
its momentum

Mayfield. That contract will be on
a monthly basis.
The possible purchase by the
board of four copying machines
from Toshiba has attracted a lot of
attention.
"The work with the copying
machines was being done by someone else in the office. Due to
complications. I did not have all
the information concerning the
matter when I took over," commented Robert Jeffrey,
superintendent of Murray schools

"I recommended to the board at
an earlier meeting that we accept
the Toshiba bid. At that time. I
was unaware of the dealings between the Toshiba company and
Russia," Jeffrey added. He said
that Toshiba is allegedly supplying Russia with parts for Soviet
military defense.
Though the motion did not pass
that night because of a lack of a second, Jeffrey said that the board
later told him to go ahead with his
plans

Jeffrey said that the board
would advertise again for bids on.
the copying machines at a later
date
In other business, the board accepted the resignations of Holly
Bloodworth. Mary Ryan. Ann
Chrisman, Gina L. Heussner.
Lydia Jones. Tina G. Ratterree.
and Laurie Shoulders and Eva
Sullivan from trit Murray
Headstart Program
—
(Cont'd on page 2)

Beauty contestants

PLEASANT HILL, Ky. I API —
The chairrhan of the Prichard
Committee for Academic Excellence said he is unhappy with
the campaign rhetoric on education this election year.
Forecast
Partly cloudy tonight with
some late night fog. Low in the
upper 60s. Light north wind.
Partly sunny, hot and humid
Tuesday with a 30 percent
chance of thundershowers.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast calls
for a chance of showers
Wednesday, with skies becoming partly cloudy Thursday and
Friday
LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky
Barkley

357.2
357.2

In a report on the state of education in Kentucky during the
group's annual meeting on Sunday, Wade Mountz said he has
heard only "lip service" paid to
education.
"Nowhere do I see an unflinching determination to go on with''
the reform," Mountz said.
"The tragedy is that we haven't
heard a clarion call for academic
Improvements,'' continued
Mountz, who was elected to
another term as president of the
group.
In his speech, Mountz outlined
(('ont'd on page I)

Seventeen Murra) and Calloway County' girls will participate in the 19$7
Murray -Calloway County Jaycee

Fair Queen ('ontest tonight at 7 p.m. at Lovett Auditorium on the campus of Murray State
University. The
event is sponsored by the Murray Woman's Club in cooperation with Murray-Calloway
County Jaycees. Bill
Phillips will serve as master of ceremonies and students from Lyndia Cochran Dance and
Gymnastics Studio
will perform. Marcy. Marine, I9841 Queen will crown her successor. Murray Woman's
Club members in charge
are Barbara Peiper, Dana Stonecipher, Betty Lowry, along with the assistance of all the club.
in order, at a pool party at the home of Mary Valentine were herb' Atkins, Stacie (Rene) ('ontestants, not
Barber. Nicole Rae
Bazzell, Angela Boyle, Allison Faye Carr. Tina Chandler, Sheila Gaye (lendenon, Christine
Dick, Kim Higgins, Sandy Miller, Tisha Morris, Tammy Overbey. Botheina Jean Rahadi, Jennifer Rayburn.
Becky Snow.
Betsy Whitfield and (athy Williams. The public is invited to attend this pageant
which is the preliminary.
event prior to the opening of the Jaycee Fair.
ennui h iIIs.m l'hotograph‘
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Murray city schools to hold registration
for elementary school students Tuesday
Final registration for grades K-4
at Murray Elementary School
Robertson and Carter Centers
will be held next week. "Fee Day"
for students in grades 1-4 is on
Tuesday. August 11. Registration
and "screening" for kindergarten
students will be held Wednesday,
August 12 and Thursday. August
13.
The first day of school is Tuesday, August 18.
Kindergarten children who have
preregistered have received ar.
appointment for the individua..
screening procedure, which is new

to Murray Elementary. Any
parents who have not
preregistered their children are
urged to call Robertson Center
(753-50221 immediately.
The kindergarten screening,
which is new to Murray Elementary School this year, is part of the
Kentucky Individualized
Kindergarten program. It is intended to help teachers understand the capabilities of the individual child. The procedure is
conducted by a trained evaluator
and takes only a few minutes. The

Registration for first-graders
in the county schools scheduled
Registration for first graders in the Calloway County school-system
will be conducted Aug. 11 at 7 p.m., according to Ray Dunn.
spokesman.
Dunn stated that the registration for each of the three elementary
schools in the county will be held at the respected school facilities.
For additional information, parents may telelphone the board office at 753-3033.

A.P.R.

Financing on

Chevrolet:
Sprint
Spectrum
Nova
Cavalier
Ca mero
Celebrity
Caprice
1988 Corsica
1988 Beretta
Other Available
Interest Rates On
the Above Cars

1.9% for 24 mos.
3.9% for 36 mos.
4.8% for 48 mos.
8.9% for 60 mos.

or
Rebate
Sprint, Nova &
Spectrum Expres

$300 Rebate
Camero, Corsica,
Beretta & Caprice

$350 Rebate
Spectrum

$500

Rebate
Cavalier

$600 Rebate
Celebrity

$700 Rebate

DWAIN
TAYLOR
HEVROLET
INC.
12 St., Murray
753-2617

Applications for degrees
at MSU filed by students
A total of 275 students have filed
applications for degrees at Murray State University at the end of
the 1987 summer sessions.
Among the candidates are 157
for bachelor's degrees, 103 for
master's degrees, one for
specialist's degrees and 14 for
associate degrees. They represent
17 states anod five foreign
countries.
Phil Bryan, dean of admissions

Sheriffs officials
report local theft
The Calloway County Sheriff's
Department reported the theft of a
car Sunday at approximately 10
p.m. from a garage at the
residence of Teddy Morris on Kentucky 94, 7 to 8 miles east of
Murray.
Stolen was a dark blue 1985
Buick LaSabre, with Fayette
County license plates, according
to the report.

Calloway Countian
killed as a result of
Saturday accident
A Calloway County man was
killed Saturday after he lost control of his vehicle on Kentucky
1346, 10.7 miles east of Murray, according to a report from the Kentucky State Police.
Charles G. Holt, 39, of Rt. 6,
Murray apparently left the right
side of the road and overturned,
the report indicated.
He was
pronounced dead at the scene at
7:15 p.m.. according to Calloway
County Deputy Coroner Max
Dowdy.
(See obituary page 16

Livingston County
woman fatally shot
following argument
By The Associated Press
A Livingston County woman was
fatally shot during an argument
with her husband, state police
said.
Ernestine Goodwin, 48, of Grand
Rivers: was shot once in the chest
during the incident Friday, officials said.
According to police, Mrs. Goodwin's husband. Carey Goodwin,
called police and told them his
wife picked up a handgun during
the argument.
Police said Goodwin told them
the gun accidentally discharged
when he tried to take it away from
Mrs. Goodwin.
State police are investigating.
No charges had been filed Sunday

New Store Hours
Effective

Monday, Aug. 10
Mon.-Fri.
7:30 a.m.-6:00 p.m.
Saturday
8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Sunday 1:00-5:00 p.m
To Serve You Better!

VA QUALITY
SIMVICX PAWN

Treas Dotteeater
Bel Air Shopping
Center

and registrar, said the exact
number of graduates will be determined when school officals have
completed a check of each candidate's credentials to certify that
all graduation requirements have
been met.
Since a formal summer graduation exercise is no longer held at
Murray State, students who complete their work toward a degree
in the summer have the option of
participating in cap and gown
ceremonies in May prior to or
following that summer.
Among the candidates from
Calloway County are:
Associate's Degrees — Shawn
W. Harrington, Mark Alan Hutson
and Vernon Boyce Taylor Jr.
Master's Degrees — Cecilia
McDaniel Brock, Terry Lynn
Cartwright, Cynthia Gail Henson
Ivy, Robert James Kratt, LaDon
Dowdy Travis and Jann Lea
Washer.
Bachelor's Degrees — Leann M.
Achterhof, Tonya Kay Alexander,
Jay Carl Anderson, Tracy Lea
Beach, Stephen Todd Bradshaw,
Wanda Yvette Brandon, Bradley
Thomas Bryan, Michael C. Cappock, Melissa Kay Conner, Gina
Sue Coy, Robert Craig Crawford,
Melissa L. Emerson, Marvin G.
Glazer, Shirley Faye Goodman
and Tiffany May Taylor.

child may be asked, for example,
to recognize items pictured on a
page or to cut along a wavy line.
During the two days of the
kindergarten screening, the
classrooms will be open and
teachers will be on hand to greet
students and answer questions
about kindergarten. Parents will
also be asked to complete various
registration forms and to pay the
general school fee ($12).
Parents of students in grades 1-4
will register their children on
"Fee Day," scheduled for Tuesday, August 11, 8 a.m.•10:30 a.m.,
in the cafeteria of Robertson
Center. On fee day, parents will
verify preregistration information, pay the general school fee
($22), and receive information
about the 1987-88 school year.
Parents of children new to Murray Elementary School are
reminded to bring the child's immunization certificate, birth certificate and completed medical
and examination form.
Parents are asked to observe the
following schedule:
8-8:30 a.m., A-D; 8:30-9 a.m.,
E-J; 9-9:30 a.m., K-P; 9:30-10
a.m., Q-S; 10-10:30 a.m., T-Z.
Parents who plan to send their
children to Murray Elementary
School but who are unable. to attend fee day should contact Principal Willie Jackson.
Teachers from each grade level
will be present at the school on fee
day to answer questions about
classroom procedures, textbooks,
special classes, the school
volunteer program, the cafeteria,
and other areas of concern. Information will also be available on
"The Kids' Company," the
afterschool childcare program
sponsorecity Murray Elementary
School.
PTO presidents Ben and Ann.
Moore said that PTO representatives will be on hand to talk with
parents, to register new members,
and to provide information about
the school and the PTO.
School staff will assign children
to classes once they have an idea
of how many children will be
enrolled in the 1987-88 school year.
Classroom assignments will be
posted as soon as possible on the
walls ,.of the elementary school
building. Parents who would like
to know the name of their child's
teacher before school begins are
invited to visit the school on Monday, August 17.
Elementary school for grades
1-4 begins each day at 7:55 a.m.
and dismisses at 2:30 p.m.
Kindergarten sessions are from
7:50 to 10:50 a.m. and 11:30a.m. to
2:30 p.m.

Machines...
(Cont'd from page I)
Bloodw,orth was later hired as a
first grade teacher to replace
Chrisman Carolyn Shown was
hired on as a fifth grade teacher
and Ted Dotson was approved by
the board to be the new art teacher
for the middle school and primary
elementary classes.
Cathy Morris and Andy Jobs
were hired on as paraprofessionals in the MRS soccer
program. Marie R. McMillen will
be a new kindergarten aide and
Carole Owen will be an aide for
Kid's Company.
Judy Muehleman given the added chore of coaching the boys' golf
team. She formerly coached just
the girls at Murray. Sheri Shelton
was hired as an aide in the Murray
speech program. Liz Bazzell was
hired to become an aide at Carter
Elementary in the fall.
The board voted to hire five
employees for the Headstart program. Nancy Harper will be the
health coordinator, Donna Cardwell Gossum and Ratterree will be
a teacher, Jones and Cynthia
Anderson will do family service
work.
Pat Elkins was hired on to help
reduce the custodial load in the
school system. He will work for
five hours each day.
The board voted to re-hire
substitute teachers from last year
and two new additional ones,
Rebecca Wilson and Patricia
Crawford.
In memory of Eli Alexander, the
board had a moment of silence.
Alexander, an employee in the
local school system for 32 years,
died early Friday morning. The
former assistant superintendent
was recovering from a recent
heart attack.

Convoy...
(Cont'd from page 1)
a thine that had washed up on a
beach.
The overnight anchorage off the
Arabian coast was in keeping with
the Navy's decision to move the
convoy through the most hazardous parts of the 550-mile voyage
during daylight, when helicopters
and ships can scout the waters
ahead for mines.
The convoy set sail at daybreak
today after the overnight stop, and
was expected to arrive late this
afternoon at its destination,
Kuwait's main offshore loading
terminal at Al Ahmadi.
Iran repeatedly has threatened
to attack the U.S. warships, and
said on Sunday that the gulf would
"remain full of mines" as the
superpowers stay in the region.

Tennessee woman
hospitalized after
Saturday accident
A Tennessee woman was
hospitalized following a motorcycle accident near the intersection
of Fourth and Main streets in Murray Saturday at approximately
2:26 p.m., according to a report
from the Murray Police
Department.
Shirley Melton, 45, Eva, Tenn.,
was a passenger on a motorcycle
driven by Willard E. Melton, 49,
also of Eva, when the vehicle apparently hit a patch of spilled oil
on Fourth Street causing Melton to
lose control, according to the
police report.
The motorcycle spun and fell
over onto the south-bound lane and
slid to the west curb of Fourth
Street coming to rest against a
parked car, the report indicated.
According to a spokesman for
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, Shirley Melton was admitted but released Sunday.
Willard Melton was not treated.
The police report indicated that
the woman suffered from mulitple
injuries while the driver sustained
injuries to the hands and arms.
The accident was -investigated
by MPD patrolman William
Cullop.

Chairman...
(Cont'd from page 1)
what he believes should be the top
items on any education agenda.
— Kentucky must move
forcefully to help "at-risk"
children, those who live in poverty
and have litte chance for
economic or social improvement.
"This program to save the next
generation from poverty, ignorance and poor health must be
attacked on many fronts," Mountz
said.
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''The first decision is that
academics come first," Mountz
said. "It comes before football.
basketball, soccer or play practice. It comes particularly before
local politics."

MCCH diabetics
group will present
Thursday program
Murray Civitan Club publicity chairman Wayne Williams (at left) talks with announcer
Terry Walter at the
start of the annual eivitan Telethon Saturday in the Murray Cablevision studio. The
event,simulcast on WSJP
radio, raised $2,700 to help physically and mentally handicapped youngsters in the
county. Additional items
donated to the telethon will be sold during the Work Activities Training Center for
the Handicapped auction
Sept.I1

,

hi

"My point, I guess. is that we
will lose a large part of an entire
generation of Kentuckians if we
don't take their problems very
seriously," Mountz said.
— Academic quality must be
stressed.

Murray-Calloway County
Hospital and the American Cancer
Society are sponsoring a Fresh
Start Smoking Cessation Class on
August 17, 19, 24 and 26 at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
According to Kathie Pierce,
director of health promotions, the
four-session class features techniques designed to help break the
tobacco habit. One class will'meet
from 3:30-5 p.m. with the other
meeting from 7-8:30 p.m. The
classes are free to the public.
To register, call Kathie Pierce
at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital at 502) 753-5131, extension 144.

debt, but made no recommendation on how to cover the $1.6
billion. 4
(Cont'd from page 1)
Finance Secretary Duke is
Wilkinson arranged Beshear's
heading
a new study of the protrip in a private chartered plane
blem, and Collins is awaiting that
paid for by his campaign committeport before deciding whether to
tee, Beshear said.
call a session.
The Kentucky Chamber of ComCollins has said she will call the
merce also has asked for a special
lawmakers to Frankfort only if a
session and Wilkinson criticized
solution can be found that does not
Collins last weekend in Mayfield
call for a general tax increase.
because he thinks she is resisting
And she has said that any plan
the idea.
calling for a bailout from the state
At issue is the workers' compenGeneral Fund "should not be
sation Special Fund, which uses
considered."
assessments against employers to
Wilkinson released his own plan
pay black-lung claims and other
to solve the debt last week, saying
claims shared by more than one
it should be split among the
employer.
General Fund, the coal industry,
An actuary told a governor's
and non-coal employers.
task force last year that the ,
Beshear said he did not
Special Fund had unfunded liabilispecifically endorse Wilkinson's
ty of $1.6 billion The task force
plan or the task force's
recommended certain limits on
recommendations.
black-lung benefits and other
"But at least Wallace Wilkinson
changes to stop the growth of the
has proposed a plan, one he thinks

12
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Programs to help preschool
youngsters, to reduce teen-age
pregnancy and to improve
medical care all must be implemented, he said.

Auction action

Beshear...
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Smokiqg class to be
offered by hospital

Murray -Calloway County
Hospital and Diabetics Taking
Control will present the program
"Sidestepping Foot Problems" on
Thursday. Aug. 13 at 5 p.m. in the
hospital's third floor education
unit. The program will be
presented by Dr. Stuart Naulty, a
podiatrist on staff at MurrayCalloway C,ounty Hospital.
Naulty, who maintains his office
in the Bel-Air Shopping Center in
Murray, primarily performs outpatient, elective foot surgery at
the hospital. All families and
friends of diabetics and other interested people are encouraged to
attend.
Upcoming events of the support
group include the program "Making Sense Out Of Health Insurance" on Thursday, Sept. 3:
the annual Diabetes Bike-A-Thon
on Sunday. Sept. 20; and the program "Display of Blood Glucose
Monitoring Equipment and the Insulin Delivery System" on Thursday. October 1.
For information on the support
group or any of the upcoming
events, call Murray-Calloway
County Hospital at 753-5131, extension 131

a

will work," Beshear said. "And I
think the task force report is a
solid basis to begin debate in a
special session on how to stop the
problem from getting worse."
Beshear, who finished third in
the Democratic gubernatorial
primary behind Wilkinson and
John Y. Brown Jr., said he cyt no
deals with Wilkinson. Beshear's
campaign committee has a debt of
more than $200.000. About $130,000
of that is a loan from Beshear.
Beshear said he and Wilkinson
talked last month about the
possibility of Wilkinson helping
pay the campaign debt. But he
said the two did not discuss the
matter Wednesday.
Duke could not be reached for
comment Friday. Finance
Cabinet spokesman Jim Clarke
said Duke told Beshear that he appreciated his input. Duke "told the
lieutenant governor that he would
like to have a special session too if
he gets a recommendation that
meets the governor's guidelinis."
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Khomeini the gouger

I

Gasoline prices at the
pump keep edging upward
and Rep. Les Aspin, D-Wis.,
chairman of the House
Armed Services Committee,
said he believes the Khomeini
regime is threatening new attacks in the Persian Gulf in a
scheme to drive oil prices
higher.
In a speech on the tension
in the gulf area. Aspin said
earlier threats from Tehran
had a caveat — Iran would
attack U.S. Navy ships if the
United States attacked Iran,
but that the latest flurry of
threats lacked such caveats.
Much of the Khomeini regime's latest tough talk has
not been reported in Iran and
was not intended to be. Aspin
said.
"The
threats
have
appeared in interviews with
foreign reporters and
dispatches from Iran's news
agency that have been distributed in English only," he
said.
The rhetoric, he said,
"soared just after analysts

started saying war jitter*
were pushing up the price of
oil. I submit that Khomeini
and company are pushing
their long-held goal of driving
oil prices to new heights. And
we are helping them do it "
In the last few weeks the
price of oil on the spot market has risen from around $20
a barrel to around $22 a barrel, and analysts have been
commenting that war jitters
are causing the rise.
Aspin said he hoped that
Americans understand what
the Khomeini regime is up to
when it tries to spread the
jitters. "There is no need to
give the Iranians their heart's
desire on a silver platter.
Every market jitter means
more money in the Ayatollah's pockets. Let's not contribute to the jingle."
That is good advice. It
ought to be followed by everyone who does not want to
pay an extra nickel, dime,
quarter or dollar a gallon for
gasoline in the near future.

Letters To The Editor

Royko Says

By Mike Royko

Baseball justice just a swing away
While I was watching a baseball
game, an incident occurred that
made me question why this sport,
above all others, is considered the
great American pastime.
In this particular game, the pitcher was obviously agitated
because things hadn't been going
too well. It was his own fault, of
course, since he was an
incompetent.
So he reared back, let fly and the
ball sped toward the batter's head.
The batter sprawled in the dirt
and the ball missed conking him by
only a matter of inches.
When he got up, he shouted a few
obscenities at the pitcher. Then he
took one step forward, as if thinking about going out to the mound
and wrestling a bit.
The umpire stepped forward,
waggled a finger at the batter, and
warned him not to do any such
thing. And the game resumed.
It was an example of pure
injustice.
Here you had a batter, doing
what the rules and his paycheck require him to do: Trying to hit a ball
thrown by the pitcher.
The pitcher's job is to try to make
the batter swing and miss the ball
or hit it to one of the fielders.

Instead, the pitcher threw the
ball in the general direction of the
batter's brain.
Now, the rules don't say the pitcher should throw the ball at the
batter's brain. That's not how you
get the batter out. That's how you
kill someone. Even worse, if struck
in the head, the batter could be permanently impaired and become a
sports broadcaster.
But who had a finger of authority waggled at him? Who was warned by the enforcer of the rules to
restrain himself and be nonviolent?
Not the pitcher, who was the
assailant in this incident, but the
batter, who was the intended
victim.
What kind of system of justice is
that?
In no other sport does such unfairness exist. In football or boxing
or hockey, if somebody tries to
knock you down, you or your teammates are allowed to knock them
down. In most sports, if somebody
does something sneaky and
unsportsmanlike, the offender is
punished — not the victim.
But in baseball, it's just the opposite. Recently a cowardly cur
from the San Diego Padres threw
a ball that hit Andre Dawson of the
Cubs in the face.

Transit system commended
Dear Editor:
Awhile back I had to take-thy
son, who is handicapped and in a
wheelchair, to Dr. J.R. Quertermous's office. I called the MurrayTransit to take us: The office was
very busy and by the time we got
in to see the doctor, the transit office was closing; I began to worry
and wonder how I would get my
son home since I would have to
walk down Sycamore and it is a
very busy street with no
sidewalks.
When we got out of the office,
the secretary told me that Diane, a
driver for the transit, had phoned
to say when we were through to
just call for a ride home. The
driver named Red came to get us
and he said there was no way he
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would have left us at the doctor's
office knowing it would be
dangerous for us to try and walk
down Sycamore. I can't begin to
tell you how appreciative we were,
and how thoughtful and caring the
people at the Murray Transit
System are. They all go out of
their way to help — to them it is
not just a 7-4:30 job. We would like
to thank everyone at the Transit
for always being so kind and
caring.

For several long moments, the
spectators weren't sure if Dawson
was alive or dead. When he finally
recovered consciousness, his reaction was perfectly normal and
justified. He got up and went looking for the guy who had bloodied his
face.
Naturally, the lotus-eater ran
away and hid in the locker room.
And when order ,was restored,
who was punished? The person who
had flung a deadly missile at someone else's head?
Not at all. It was announced that
the sneak had left the playing field
by his own choice or that of his
manager.
But for the crime of trying to
retaliate in a manly way, Dawson
was officially ejected from the
game by the umpire.
Some of the philosophers who
broadcast baseball games try to
justify this inequity by saying that
"the brushback pitch" is part of
baseball. That is what they call a
ball thrown 90 miles an hour in the
general direction of someone's nose
— "a brushback pitch."
But I've looked through the rules
of baseball. There is nothing that
says it is the pitcher's right or duty to use a ball as a deadly weapon.

WHO's TO Btkle
FR11 MSS
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And a special thanks to Red and
Diane for their efforts. We will
always be grateful.

I also asked a prosecutor how the
law would react if someone was
walking down the street and someone else threw a hard object that
hit turn in the face and spilled his
blood.
He said: "We'd go after him for
assault, a felony, which can carry
with it a prison sentence."
I also asked what the law would
say if the victim, dripping blood,
pummeled his assailant.
"He would be perfectly
justified," the prosecutor said.
So it's clear that the rules of
baseball should be changed to conform with those of an occasionally
civilized society.
I suggest something I call The
Cavarretta Response.
Some of you may recall Phil
Cavarretta, a native Chicagoan
who was once a Cub star.
One day, I was at a game when
a pitcher threw the Mill at Cavarretta's head. He ducked and
survived.
But on the next pitch, he swung.
The bat somehow slipped from his
hands and whirled right at the pitcher's head. The pitcher dove to the
ground, narrowly avoiding
decapitation. The pitcher didn't
throw at anybody's head again that
day.
This response should be made
part of baseball's official rules: "If
a pitcher throws,a ball that forces
a batter to fall dOwn to avoid being
struck in the head, the batter may,
during the course of the game. fling
his bat at the pitcher's head."
It would not only be fair, but it
would also make the sport more
entertaining.
But as it stands now, there might
be something in what the Russians
say about their having invented the
game.

Looking Back

Sincerely,
Pat French and Ron French
627 Broad Ext.
Murray, Ky.

Ten years ago
Bill Bailey, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Paul Bailey, has returned from
Columbus, Ohio, where he attended the 60th annual Ohio 4-H Congress as the only out-of-state
delegate there.
Births reported include a girl to
Dear Editor:
participate, on the ride are a sag
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Jones, July
The American Lung Association
wagon to carry all their gear;
22; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Randy
of Kentucky is currently planning
meals ( breakfasts and dinners
Snow, July 25: a boy to Mr. and
our single biggest special event of
mechanical support via a "rolling
Mrs. Kenneth Braly. July 26: a
the year — the second annual
bike shop"; and medical and comboy to Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Wilderness Road Bike Trek — a
munications support.
Clendenen, July 28; a boy to Sgt.
three-day bicycle tour through
One of the highlights of the trek,
1st Class and Mrs. Billy R. Robertbeautiful central Kentucky. The
which will begin and end in Harson. Aug. 6.
event, scheduled for September
rodsburg, Kentucky, is the opporRenee Jennings and Gary Grace
12-14, attracts participants from
tunity to dine and stay overnight
were married July 22 at St. John's
all over Kentucky and southern Inat historic Shakertown Village.
United Methodist Church,
diana. It is designed to accomThe route will also include other
Hopkinsville.
modate the novice, as well as the
Kentucky landmarks which parTwenty years ago
It is indeed a stern and somber their sentences before being eligiexperienced cyclist. To paring can find that our legislators
ticipants will find interesting in
Another rain and electrical
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t
when
any
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ble for parole. The "violent of- are reflecting a growing
ticipate, each trekker will pay a
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their time before they are eligible one thing, but mean another. And
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We'd like your help in letting
Ed
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hereby sentence you to life in the
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combat lung disease.
readers know about this event by
point said 1.4 inches of rain had fallen in
peniten
tiary."
ing ten years or more who has of a life sentence meaning life,
Among the things that the Lung
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Only a death sentence falls
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to
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Tracy have
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d to the United States after
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spending two years teaching
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Under our new "Truth In
For many years noW, however,
want to participate need time to
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1907 Mrtiought Synd. In(
serious physical injury.
Sentencing" law, with a violent of- Turkey. as part of the Peace
life may not mean life. In Kencondition themselves for the ride.
Here
— in it's haste — is where fender, the jury in affect
tucky today, there are basically
Also, since there are some fund
is setting Corps.
the legislature allowed a quirk to the parole eligibili
three types of life sentences.
ty time with its
raising requirements for each parAllison Doherty of New Zealand
remain in the law.
verdict. If a person receives thirty is a guest of her pen pal. Joan
First of all, in a non-capital
ticipant and the opportunity to
A person receiving a life years, the
jury has said the defenmurder case, a life sentence
earn quality incentive prizes, trekRiley. and her parents. Mr. and
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Michael
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This is all made
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the
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Michael D. Ward

A legal question: What is life?
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_MURRAY TODAY
Ladies' events to be Wednesday
The women of the Murray Country Club will have ladies' day
events on Wednesday. Aug. 12, at
the club.
A luncheon will be served at
11:45 a.m. with Annie Knight and
Marilyn Adkins as co-chairmen of
the hostesses. Reservations should
be made today,
Other hostesses will be Vicky
Baker. Patricia Clement, Cyndi
Cohoon, Susan Danner, Lashlee
Foster. Norma Frank, Sherry
Gibbs, Sheila Grogan. Joyce Hurt.
Janice Howe, Lanette Hunt, Lori
Hankins, Mary Jane Key, Pat
McMullin. Vicky Miller, Marlyn
Miller, Kathy Newton. Ruth Potts,
Linda Purcell. Janie Ryan, Pat
Seiber. Vicky Travis, Tonda
Thomas, Janet Ward, Beverly
Wright. Becki Wilson and Pat
Vick.
Bridge with Juliet Wallis and
Joe Cleta Williams as hostesses
will be played at 9:30 a.m.

Tee 8 - Jane Fitch, Janet Fitch,
Golf will be played with tee off
time at 9 a.m. Those wishing to Dana Stonecipher and Rosie
play but who are not listed in the
Gibson;
lineup may come to the course and
Tee 7 - Patty Claypool, Beth
be paired at the tee. Hostesses will
Belote, Wilda Purdom and Betty
be Virginia Schwettman and
Hinton;
Cathryn Garrott.
Tee 8 - Janet Wallis, Marie
Nance and Kathy Rayburn;
The line-up is as follows.
Tee IA - Virginia Schwettman,
Tee 9 - Frances Richey, Aileen
Kisha Sullivan, Veneta Sexton and
Castrate and Martha Enix.
Betty Jo Purdom;
Madelyn Lamb and Nancy FanTee 1B - Billie Cohoon,
drich, hostesses for golf play on
Margaret Shuffett, Madelyn Lamb
Aug. 5, have announced the followand Tonya Fike ;
ing winners:
Tee 2 - Louise Lamb, Lula
Championship flight - Frances
Bingham, Sherry Gibbs and Betty
Hulse;
Scott;
First flight - Betty Stewart.
Tee 3 - Toni Hopson, Mary
first, Toni Hopson, second;
Bogard, Jerlene Sullivan and Inus
Orr;
Second flight - Sherry Gibbs.
Tee 4 - Frances Hulse, Diane first. and Anna Mary Adams,
Villanova, Ethelene McCallon and second;
Rainey Apperson;
Third flight - Billie Cohoon.
Tee 5 - Anna Mary Adams, first, Rainey Apperson, second;
Martha Sue Ryan, Mary Frances
Fourth flight - Patty Claypool,
Bell and Peggy Shoemaker;
first, Janet Wallis, second.

Alilk Chocolate Bubble Ring recipe listed
I33, NANCY MALL
Better Homes and Gardens
Food Editor

Buy two packages of
refrigerated biscuits to make this
pullapart coffee cake with hidden
nuggets of chocolate.
Milk Chocolate
Bubble Ring
2 packages ( 10 each
refrigerated biscuits, 20 milk
chocolate kisses, 42 cup sugar, 102

teaspoon ground cinnamon, 44 cup
margarine or butter.
Flatten each biscuit into a 212-to
3-inch round. Place a chocolate
kiss, point side up, in the center of
each round of dough. Bring edges
of dough up and around kiss to
form a ball. Pinch dough together
to seal firmly.
In a small mixing bowl combine
sugar and cinnamon. Dip each ball
into melted margarine, then roll in
sugar mixture. Arrange balls in 2

layers in a greased 6%-cup ovenproof ring mold. Bake in a
375-degree oven about 20 minutes
or until golden brown. Cool 1
minute on wire rack. Invert onto
serving plate; remove mold.
Serve warm. Makes 10 servings.
Nutrition information per serving: 301 cal., 4 g pro., 40 g carbo.,
14 g fat, 2 mg chol., 650 mg
sodium. U.S. RDA: 12 percent
thiamine, 26 percent phosphorus.

BARGAIN MATINEES
Cheri-Daily
Cine-Sat. & Sun.

Youth Club parents will meet

Cadet Jeffrey A. DeBoer, son of retired Navy Cmdr. James K. and
Mary E. DeBoer of 1549 Oxford Dr., Murray, has completed a U.S. Air
Force ROTC field training encampment at Plattsburgh Air Force Base.
N.Y. Field training, attended by cadets normally between their second
and third year of college, gives an opportunity to evaluate each student's potential as an officer, according to an Air Force spokeksman.
The summer's curriculum consists of orientations on jet aircraft, career
opportunities. human relations education and equal opportunity training. Physical fitness and survival training also is emphasized. The field
training is four weeks, but cadets in the two-year ROTC program
receive an additional two weeks of instruction in the development of air
power and the contemporary Air Force. DeBoer is a student at Murray
State University.

The final Youth Club Parents' meeting of First United Methodist
Church will be tonight ) Monday ) at 7 p.m. in the Gleaners' Classroom of
the church. Parents who did not attend the meeting of Aug. 2 must attend this meeting to complete their children's registration for the fall
term. Opening date for Youth Club will be Wednesdary. Aug. 19. Carol
Maxey is director of education for the church.

Monday - Saturday
August 10th - 15th
Mork Harmon

/
1 2 Off Clearance Sale

SUMMER
13i

Ladies Top Quality
Tailored Suits
Reg. 79.50

SNOW WHITE
and flle Seven DwQrfs
u, IS On1 (co

Sale $3975
/
1 2 off all other
,
kr)

Mon Sot 11 or." 10 p.m.. Son 1 p on 10 p.m.

Mr. and Mrs. Charlie F. Marr of
Warren. Mich., formerly of Murray, announce the engagement
and forthcoming marriage of their
only daughter. Stephanie Gail, to
Craig Allen Chmielewski, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
Chmielewski of Naperville, Ill.
Miss Marr is the granddaughter
of Lloyd Little of Warren, Mich.,
formerly of Buchanan, Tenn., and
the late Mrs. Sophia Little, and of
the late Mr. and Mrs. Charlie S.
Marr of Murray.
The bride-elect is a 1982
graduate of Cousino High School.
She received her Bachelor of
Business Administration from the
University of Michigan where she
was a member of Alpha Chi
Omega social sorority, a
Goldenheart of Sigma Phi Epsilon
social fraternity and of Delta
Sigma Pi professional business
fraternity.
She is presently employed.as a
staff accountant for All State
Management Company, Inc. in
East Lansing, Mich.
Mr. Chmielewski is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Gietzen
of Warren, Mich., and of Mr. and
Mrs. Joseph Chmielewski of Safety Harbor, Fla.
The groom-elect is a 1982
graduate of Bishop )Foley High
School. He received his Bachelor
Stephanie Gail Mari- and
of Science degree in chemical
engineering from Virginia Tech
Craig Allen Chniielewski to marry
where he was a member of Omega
Chi Epsilon Honor Society.
Michigan State University.
Warren, Mich.
He is currently a Gerstaker
The wedding will be solemnized
A reception will follow at
Fellow and a Doctoral candidate on Saturday, Sept. 12, at 5:30 p.m. Thomas Crystal Gardens Banquet
in chemical engineering at at First United Methodist Church, Center, Mt. Clemens, Mich.

Cadet DeBoer finishes training

Superman IV

MEW ARRIVALS
CROCODILE DUNDEE
GOLDEN CHILD - COLOR PuIPLE
ill•CIC IN100* • WISDOM

Marr-Chniieterrvski wedding planned

DATEBOOK

753-3314 1008 CHESTNUT

SCHOOL ,PG

Milerray Ledger & Times

Jo Burkeen, editor

Ladies Summer Wear

WHOLESALE STORES, INC.
At New Location - East South and 5th St.
(Dillon Manufacturing Building)
Mayfield, Kentucky - Phone 247-2757
Mon.-Sat, 9-5
Visa & Mastercard Accepted

First.Lt. Dinh gets badge
First Lt. Than C. Dinh, son of Giao C. and Hoa T. Dinh of 1809 Monroe
Ave., Murray, was presented Air Assault Badge upon graduation
from the U.S. Army's air assault school at Fort Campbell. Trainees
learned to rapidly and safely exit a helicopter from a variety of difficult
situations, whether descending into tree tops or lowering themselves or
injured soldiers down sheer drops. Dinh is assigned to the 3rd Air
Defense Artillery. The lieutenant is a 1985 graduate of Murray State
University.

Hensley completes training
Sandra D. Hensley, whose former guardians are Gerald and Anna
Turner of Hazel, has completed training in fundamental military skills
at the Army ROTC Camp Challenge at Fort Knox. Camp Challenge is
designed to give college juniors and sophomores who have not taken
ROTC courses the cance to enter the program. The camp also qualifies
high school graduates for the ROTC program at any of the nation's six
military junior colleges. During the encampment, cadets received training in basic rifle markmanship, military drill and ceremonies, communications and individual and small unit tactics. Hensley plans to
enter the ROTC program at Murray State University.

Edwards receives Army medal
First Lt. Angela N. Edwards, daughter of Lt. Col. Daniel C. and Barbara N. Roberts of 623 North Fourth St., Murray, has been decorated
with the Army Commendation Medal at Fort Lewis. Wash. The medal is
awarded to those individuals who demonstrate outstanding achievement or meritorious service in the performance of their duties on behalf
of the Army. Edwards is an assistant adlutant.with the 62nd Medical
Group. She is a 1984 graduate of Golden Gate University, Monterey,
Calif. Her husband, Army Capt. Michael C. Edwards, is the son of
retired Air Force Col. C.E. and Annie B. Edwards of Monticello, Ga.

Alzheimer's group will meet
Alzheimer's Support Group will meet Tuesday, Aug. 11, at 4:30 p.m. in
the board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Persons interested in Alzheimer's disease will meet for an educational program,
"Useful tips for feeding Alzheimer patients," to be presented by
Suzanne Seeley. R.D. For more information call Cindy Ragsdale.
L.S.W., at the hospita, 753-5131, ext. 199.
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COME TO THE

QUALITY PROFESSIONAL DRY CLEANING

MURRAY-CALLOWAY CO.
FAIR GROUNDS
MONDAY, AUGUST 10 THRU
SATURDAY, AUGUST 15

Beauty Contest

gIt
Monstor Truck -7:30 p.m.

Motorcycle
Races
7:30 p.m.

Expires 8-12-87

Family Night
Arm Send Hight Rid*. Only $7.00
6 p.m. 111 closing

Friday, August 14
Horse Show 7:30 p.m.
Midnight Madness
10 p.m.-1 a.m. All rid*, for 1 pric• $7.00

Wednesday. August 12

(Cont'd on page 5)

1

$289
3 pc. Suits
$359

4-Wheel Drive Truck Pull

Tuesday, August 11

7:30 p.m.

One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Friday. Aug.
7, have been released as follows:
Newborn admission
Triplett baby girl, parents.
Theresa and James, Rt. 1, Box 82,
Springville, Tenn.
Dismissals
Miss Carol Enochs and baby
girl, Box 104, New Concord; Mrs.
Marilyn Bazzell, Rt, 1, Box 206,
Farmington;
Harold Dunn, 1702 Calloway,
Murray; Barry Travis, Rt. 1, Box
510, Dexter; Miss Karen Hart, 713
Elm St, Murray;
Mrs. Diana Jones, Rt. 2, Box
119A, Benton; Dennis Charles, Rt.
2, Box 244, Buchanan, Tenn.;
Mrs. Lilliam Dunn, 311 North
12th St., Murray; Mrs. Eolia
Miller, 602 Me#dow Lane,
Murray;
Mrs Annie Tharpe, 217 Spruce

2 pc. Suits

Thursday, August 13

Lovett Auditorium-7 p.m.

Antique Tractor Pull

Dismissals from the MurrayCalloway County Hospital for
Thursday, Aug. 6, have been
released as follows:
Dismissals
Rhonda Van Horn and baby girl,
Rt 5 Box 521, Murray; Ms.
Patricia Valentine and baby girl,
Rt 5 Box 294, Murray; Mrs. Janice
Howe, 1504 Canterbury, Murray;
Mr. Roy Kendall, 121 Shady Oaks,
Murray.
Mrs. Doris Dublin, 820 N. 13th
St., Mayfield; Mr. James Randolph, Rt. 2 Box 304,Murray; Mrs.
Mary Langston, Rt.7 Box 65
Mayfield; Mrs. Ivison Lovett, Rt.
1 Box 310, Almo; Mrs. Charlotte
Bending, 5403 Burwood, Cary Ill.
Mrs. Evelene Koss, Rt. 3 Box
233, Murray; Mrs, Rosie Williams,
Box 13, Lynn Grove: Mrs. Mellie
Hortin, 1803 Lincoln, Murray;
Lowell Palmer. Rt. 1, Box 199,
Kirksey.

Mon., Tues., & Wed. Special

Sponsored by the Murray Jaycees
Monday, August 10

Hospital lists
babies, patients

Saturday, August 15
Kiddies Day (21

& under) 1 p.m.-6 p.m.
66.00 all you can ride

Demo Derby

7:30 p.m.
Discount Helot for oil ages

Shirts
One HOUR
DRY
cLeaneRs
Central Shopping Center
Phone 753-9525

Laundered to perfection. On
hangers or folded. Bring in
before noon for same day

service.
For
All Week

Services Offered:
• Dr

y

$1
:479
%,

SPECIAL:
Large Hamburger
French Fries
& Medium Drink

'2'9
Special Good August 10-15

T.41's
Bar-B-Q & Burgers
Chestnut St.
753-0045
Murray
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Wilson and Loe vows solemnized at church
The wedding of Mildred L
Wilson and James R. Loe Jr. was
solemnized on Saturday, June 20,
at New Jenny Ridge Pentecostal
Church in Calloway County.
The bride is the daughter of Mrs.
Vernie Brown and the late Robert
Brown of Paducah. She is the
granddaughter of Mrs. Mancy
Balentine and the late Rev. Felix
Balentine of Murray and of the
late Gracey and Johnny Ray of
West Paducah.
The groom is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. James R. Loe Sr. of
Paducah. He is the grandson of the
late Mr. and Mrs. James Loe, the
late Joseph They and the late
Earline Remfry, all of Paducah.
Officiating at the double ring
ceremony was the Rev. Roy
Balentine of Murray, uncle of the
bride.
A program of nuptial music was
presented by Lisa Rogers,
vocalist, and Judy Sexton, vocalist
and pianist, of Symsonia.
The altar Oas decorated on
either end with potted green plants
on marble accented plant stands.
Each window was adorned with
live magnolia leaves and white
ribbon bows and streamers. The
pews were marked with white carnations, white ribbons and bows
and baby's breath.
The bride was escorted to the
altar by her brother-in-law,
Robert Reed of Gilbertsvlle.

Bridge, golf planned
Wednesday by ladies
of Oaks Country Club
Bridge and golf are activities
planned by women of Oaks Country Club on Wednesday, Aug. 12,
Jennifer Crouse will be hostess
for bridge play to start at 9:30 a m
Golf with Sue Stone, phone
489-2280. as hostess will start play
at 9 a.m. Persons not listed but
desiring to play may come and be
paired at the tee or call Mrs
Stone.
The line-up is as follows:
Tee 2 - Shirley Wade. Linda
Roach. Doris Rose and Erma
Tuck:
Tee 3 - Sue Wells, Sallyann
Sawyer, Bronda Parkerand Mabel
Rogers;
Tee 4 - Hazel Beale. Mary C.

SI.VD.41. BUFFET

Wednesday Night
5:30 - S•00 p m
.411 lou

11:00am

Care To Eat

Murray -Calloway County
Hospital has released the
dismissals for Saturday, Aug. 8.
No newborn admissions were
listed.
Dismissals
Mrs. Rose Willoughby and baby
girl. Rt. 3, Box 3354, Paris,
Tenn.; Mrs. Theresa Allen and
baby boy, Box 916, Cadiz;
Clyde Menefee, Rt. 4, Box 3,
Murray; Mrs. Pauline Byars, 803
Lois, Paris, Tenn.;
Mrs. Marsha McClure, Rt. 5,
Box 919, Murray; Miss Connie
Smith, Rt. 1, Sedalia:
Mrs. Mary Outland, 1900
Gatesborough, Murray; Mrs.
Wilma Farris, 1704 Ryan Ave.,
Murray;
Mrs. Janet West, Rt. 7, Murray:
Cecil Davis, Rt. 1, Box 81,
Dukedom, Tenn.
---One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Sunday, Aug
9, have been released as follows:
Newborn admission
Alexander baby girl, mother,
Jackie Lansford, Box 30, Dexter.
Dismissals
Mrs. Theresa Triplett and baby
girl, Rt. 1, Box 82, Springville,
Tenn.; Mrs. Kimberly McCallon,
Rt. 7, Box 503, Murray;
Mrs. Shirley Melton, Eva Road,
Eva, Tenn.; Mrs. Sandra Bruce.
Rt. 1, Box 216A, Sedalia;
lc: Dunn, 308 North 18th St.,
Murray; Mrs. Ola Morris, 740
Nash Dr., Murray; Claud Thorn,
Rt. 1, Alnio;
Mrs. Robbie Lyons, Rt. 2, Box
178, Murray; Mrs. Anna Frerichs,
254 Riviera Cts, Murray.

Rebecca Whittaker Group of
First Baptist Church WMS will
meet at 2 p.m. with Christine
Stubblefield.
-First Christian Church Youth
Club Bible teachers and Assistants
will meet at 7 p.m. in church
parlor.
Western Kentucky Youth Series
will be at 7:30 p.m. at Benton
Church of Christ.
---Murray TOPS ) take off pounds
sensibly) Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Calloway County Health

-1

Lib

Dcutce

I •orth

•II

Now $300
FACTORY DISCOUNT SHOES
16th & Main

753-9419

rijittlia Culotta.
&
Gyittgaistia

REGISTRATION
Wednesday-Aug. 12th
9:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
Corner of S. 9th Ext. & Fairlane

A

A

Boys -Age 6 and up
Girls-Age 5 and up
•Recreational-EquipmentBeam, Bar, Vault
•Compulsary Competition
•Acrobatics - Tumbling &
Cheer-leading
Pre-Register 753-4647

*
1
I s 1 eaCtling Experience *5 Quaiified
t 11(
*AMF GyrrinasticS Equipment *Complete Line Dance
*Member of . SADM, CNADM, DEA, USGF & AMCAP

Diet Hours:
PA-F 7:30-12:30, 2:30-5:00
Sat. 10:00-Noon

•,..Ws1-1111art Sells for Less • 101,04-61ert Sells for Less • Wsl-Mert Sells for Less • Wal-Illert
Sells for Less • Wit-Mart Sells for Less

ummer
rgains $ 0 & Under

INP. DAY
FOR
GRANDPARENTS

3.00 OFF
13 Color Portraits

Men's Shoes

1-8x10, 2-5x7's, 10-Wallets
ONLY
?

the .

Up,To 75% Off

family

New Fall Merchanidse

40'

WAL-MART

ARRIVING DAILY
WE ILE tly •MELPIC• SMILING

Olympic Plaza
(502) 753-9228

$6.95

plus a 95C

Sitting Fee

(Reg. $9.95)

Advertised specials nclude traditional poses only Limit one
special package per subject Black and white backgrounds
and special effects portraits NOT available in advertised
Package NOT valid with ariy other offer ALL AGES WELCOME
FAMILIES AND GROUPS SI 50 EXTRA PER PERSON POSES OUR
SELECTION

To 75% Off
Summer Merchandise

tree

753-0900

Ladies
Regular Price Shoes

All
Ladies Shoes

60%

S369

Sale of the Year

Boys & Girls
Age 4 and up
•Tap-BaHet-Pointe
Jazz-Acrobatics

Shortly after going to Diet Cem,like a dttfernt person Her energ\, • .•
high, she washt rritable and she was nev
hungry
If this sounds familiar to you-come
and gel started See the difference a ••
balanced diet can
n your `•
1210 Johnson Blvd.
753-0020
Counselors:

- 200 pm

Final
Clearance

Refresher Class for parents who
have attended previous prepared
childbirth class will be at 7 p.m. in
third floor education unit of
(Canted on page 81

We all know how hectic life can be
when we have small childrenr We need
lots of energy to keep up with them and
a well-balanced diet is an essential key
to having the needed energy
J4ciduie. like many others ju,
'
couldn't get on the right track She knev,
what to do but without help she
couldn't get it together

Patty Mahoney
Jean Lee

c•ro••••• tr

Alzheimer's Support Group will
meet at 4:30 p.m. in board room of
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.

Jacquie Farrell
of Murray
Lost 24 lbs.

411 1•ou
('are To Eat

Olympic Plaza. 11w.‘.

Dancing will be at 7:30 p.m. at
Lynn Grove Roller Rink.
---A representative of Social
Security will be at Miller Courthouse Annex from 10 a.m. to 12
noon.
---Senior citizens' activities will be
at 9:30 a.m. at Dexter Center;
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel and
Willis Centers; from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m. at Ellis Center. •

ANOTHER DIET CENTER SUCCESS STORY

$399

Table Service

Tuesday, Aug. 11
Department.
-- -Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at Masonic
Temple.
---Murray Lions Club will meet at
6:30 p.m. at Murray Woman's
Club House;

WIETIEWIlir

St., Murray; Mrs. Verna Corley,
Rt. 1, Hardin; Mrs. Calista Clanton, 705 Vine St., Murray;
Maurice Jones, Box 45, Kirksey;
Robert Rutledge, 402 North Third
St., Murray;
Arthur Cohoon, Rt. 6, Box 84A,
Murray; Robert C. Williams, Box
274, Paris, Tenn.;
Aaron Dale Outland, (expired )
Rt. 5, Murray; Mrs. Dona Boaz
(expired) Rt. 4, Box 267, Benton.

Cancer Support Group will meet
at 2 p.m. in board room of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.

At Murray State University
Waterfield Library will be open
from 7:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.,
Pogue/Special Collections and
Legal Resources from 7:30 a.m. to
4 p.m.

Tee 6 - Grace James. Irene
Woods, Sue Stone and Marge
Foster;
Tee 7 - Shelba Barnett. Linda
Oliver, Ada Roberts and Marie
Weaver:
Tee 8 - Laura Parker, Mary
Alice Garner. Bobbie Burks and
Vickie Oliver,
The Betty Shepard Memorial
Golf Tournament was held on Aug.
5 at the club. Winners were announced in Thursday's edition.

MEX/C21 V BUFFET

=Li

(('onf'd from page 4)

National Boy Scout Museum will
be open from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m.

Lamb, Annette Gallimore and
Kathryn Outland;
Tee 5 - Burlene Brewer. Denay
Hargrove. Carol Dick and Melva
Hatcher:

oat' PizzaIIMG Buffet

Coming community events are announced
Tuesday, Aug. 11
Living with Diabetes will meet
at 2 p.m. in third floor education
unit of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
- -1-^ Registrailon for seniors and
juniors will be from 8 a.m. to 5
p,rn. at Calloway County High
School.

PAGE 5
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She wore a floor-length gown of
chantilly lace with a matching
train. The bodice was adorned
with white seed pearls with silk illusion topped with a princess style
collar. Her headpiece was a white
finger-tipped veil, attached to a
cap of white lace and accented
with seed pearls.
Her bridal bouquet was of silk
rose colored tipped roses. Dusty
rose anemones, white netting,
baby's breath, miniature white
rose buds and dusty rose and
burgundy ribbons.
Mrs. Billie Reed, Gilbertsville,
sister of the bride, was matron of
honor. She wore a floor-length
gown of dusty rose satin. Her bouquet was of silk rose colored roses,
white netting, baby's breath and
burgundy and dusty rose
streamers.
so
The groom wore a double
breasted suit of navy blue with
lit?
I
tiny pinstripes. His boutonniere
was a single rose with baby's
,rwer ear
breath from the bridal bouquet.
Jimmy Loe of Paducah, son of
,11r. :Inc! Mrsjames R. Loch.
the groom, served as best man.
Kevin Reed and Bryan Ree, bride.
Paducah, sister-in-law of the
nephews of the bride, served as
A reception followed at the bride, and Shirley Jones of Murushers.
church.
ray, sister of the bride
Crystal Brown of Paducah,
The three-tiered cake was made
After a wedding trip to Opryland
niece of the bride, kept the guest
and given as a gift to the couple by USA at Nashville. Tenn., and
register.
Betty Groves of Gilbertsville. The Mammoth Cave National Park,
All of the wedding flowers were
table was adorned with burgundy the new Mr. and Mrs. Loe are
designed and made by Shawn Her- overlaid with
white lace.
residing at Paducah. He is
rington of Murray, niece of the
Serving were Donna Brown of employed at GAF. Calvert City.

Monday, Aug. 10
Monday, Aug. 10
Murray-Calloway County
At Murray State University
Waterfield Library will be open Jaycee Fair Queen Pageant, sponfrom 7:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., sored by Murray Woman's Club in
Pogue/Special Collections and cooperation with MCC Jaycees,
Legal Resources from 7:30 a.m. to will be at 7 p.m. at 4.44yett
Auditorium, Murray State
4 p.m.
University.
------Free physical examinations for
Youth Club Parents' meeting
Murray Middle School students
who plan to participate in any will be at 7 p.m. at First United
athletic activities for the coming Methodist Church.
---school year will be held in MMS
Tuesday,
Aug. 11
cafeteria, basement of Austin
AA will meet at 8 p.m. at
Building with lab work at 3 p.m.
and doctor's examination at 6:30 American Legion Building, South
Sixth and Maple Streets.
p.m.
---Events in Land Between the
National Boy Scout Museum will
Lakes will include Iron Industry at
be open from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m.
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at The
---Homeplace-1850; LBL Wildlife at 2
Murray Unit of National Hairdressers will meet at 7 p.m. at p.m. at Woodlands Nature Center.
---Debbie and Carol's.
Revelation Seminar will be at 7
- --p.m. at Holiday Inn. For informaParents Anonymous will meet tion call 753-3589 or 753-0835.
at 6 p.m. For information call
---762 5862 or 762-6851.
Health Express of Murray-- - Calloway County Hospital will be
at Ellis Center, Murray, from 9 to
11 a.m. and at Lakeland Wesley
Village, Benton, from 12:30 to 2:30
Hospital...
p.m.

MONDAY. AUGUMT to. 1987

Shooting Days Dates: Thursday through Monday
August 13th-17th
Photographer Hours: Doily 10 a.m.-7 p.m.
Sunday 12:30-5 p.m.
Hwy. 641 N. Murray

PRESENT THIS AD TO PHOTOGRAPHER
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Expectant Girlfriend
Foresees Trouble in
Wife's Pregnancy

(
peaty

By Abigail Van Buren
DF:AR ABBY: "Doug- and I are
very much in love. He's 38. I'm 29,
and four months pregnant. Doug
would marry me in a minute, but
he's already married to "Jan.The.0..e been talking about a di%()rev for over a year, but haven't
filed vet. Doug and Jan have two
kids. They still live together because
is cheaper and more convenient.
Meanwhile, Jan is dating up a
storm.
Yesterday, she told Doug that she
is pregnant and he's the father
Doug says there is no way in God's
world that the baby is his because
he hasn't laid a hand on her in a
year. He says he's willing to take
.my kind of test to prove that he is
not the baby's father, but in order to
fInd out who the baby's father is,
they will have to test half the men
in San Diego.
I need to know if Doug is going to

get stuck with a kid that isn't his.
It's not fair. But how can he get out
of it? Jan will lie in court if she has
to.
IN A MESS
IN SAN DIEGO
DEAR IN: You and Doug are
overdue for a long talk — or
better yet, a three-way conversation including Jan. (Does
Doug really want to leave her?
Or is he content with an open
marriage in this frightening age
of AIDS?)
A woman's husband is presumed to be the legal father of
her child, but if Doug has any
doubts about it(in Jan's case) he
should see a lawyer. As I see it,
unless Doug stands by his moral
obligation to you, you are in a
bigger mess than his wife. Good
luck. You will need it.

SERVICE SPECIAL
Economy Mufflers Installed

•Double Wrapped
•Galvanized Shell
•Quiet Sound
•Original Equipment Type

$21.95*

Premium Muffler

DEAR CMS: I cannot blame
the typesetter. (Typesetters do
not edit.) So ingrained in my
mind is the "to whom," I automatically trusted my ear and
used, the "to" with "whomever," ignoring the fact that the
whole clause was the object of
the preposition "to." So, mea
culpa to all you English language purists whom I offended.
** *

$29.95*

DEAR ABBY: My only child
passed away recently at a very
young age. Amid all the pain, this
one question nags at me. Am I still
a mother?
WONDERING
IN LYNN, MASS.

•Original equipment type •Double wrapped
•Aluminized shell •Whiper quiet sound

Monroe Heavy Duty Shocks
Our Lowest Price Ever

DEAR ABBY: Forgive me if I do
a little nit-picking. Enclosed is a
clipping from your column in which
you wrote: -I think he is a troubled
man and his behavior should be
reported to whomever is his superior.Abby, "whomever- is not the
object of the preposition "to"; the
whole clause is. Thus, the sentence
should read: "I think he is a
troubled man and his behavior
should be reported to whoever is his
superior," "whoever" being the
subject of the verb "is.I usually don't find myself perturbed enough to write letters about
misuse of English appearing in the
newspapers. However, I'm sure
many readers would say, "If Dear
Abby wrote it that way, it must be
correct.CMS, PORT ORANGE, FLA.
P.S. This clip is from the Daytona
Beach News-Journal. Maybe the
typesetter took it upon him 'herself
to do a little editing?

$8.88*

DEAR WONDERING: Of
course you are. Once a mother,
always a mother. You are the
mother of a little angel.

Installation available at an additional cost.
- most American cars and pickups. Many foreign cars
Clamps if needed S1.25 extra.

Seven members of the Murray State University chapter of Phi Beta Lambda business society represented the
university at the annual PBL national convention in Anaheim, Calif. Kevin Eastridge of Madisonville took
first place in the Mr. Future Business Executive category and Monica Hobbs of Cunningham placed sixth in
the Ms. Future Business Executive competition. Stephen Duggan and Daniel Wilson of Bardwell and Roger
Mayes of Hanson were members of the fourth place Parliamentary Procedures team and Alap Gatlin of Mor
ton's Gap placed seventh in Business Decision Making. Savona Gilbert of Paducah competed in the Management category at the conference. The top rated students are (from left, seated): Miss Hobbs, Mayes, Mk,
Gilbert; (standing) Gatlin, Eastridge, Duggan, Wilson and Dr. Jules Harcourt, chairman of the Department
of Office Administration and Business education at Murray State.

Social security knowledge missing in most cases
If people in this area are
anything like those in other parts of
the country, many of them do not
know that Social Security pays
benefits to survivors of deceased
workers who worked in jobs
covered by Social Security long
enough to become insured: Bettye
W. Williams, Social Security
District Manager in Paducah, said
recently.
More than 7 million people get
survivor benefits. It is important
for survivors to contact Social
Security as soon as possible after
the worker's death to make sure
that no benefits are missed. In any
event, a person should apply no
later than the month after the
month of death.
Social Security survivor benefits
can be paid to:

*A widow or widower 60 or over.
*.A. disabled widow or widower
50-60.
*A child under 18 or 18-19 if a fulltime high school student, or over 18
if disabled before 22.
*A mother or father caring for an
entitled child under 16 or disabled.
*A parent 62 or older who was
dependent upon the worker for half
or more of his or her support.
Under a special rule, children
and their mother or father can
receive benefits if the worker had
Social Security credit for 1-L2 years
of work in the 3 years before death.

Returning alumni make contribution
A contribution of $506.34 was
made to W.A.T.C.H. I Work Activities Training Center for the
Handicapped) recently from the
remaining funds left from the second reunion of New Concord
School.
The event was held in Jeffrey
gymnasium and cafeteria of
Calloway County High School on
July 3. Four hundred and one persons attended the reunion that included 10 members from the first
graduating class of 1923. The last
high school graduating class was
in 1960.
Opha Spiceland, treasurer, and
Frances Davis. member of the

Phone Center of Murray

BARRETT'S SERVICE
CENTER

Hwy. 783 (Airport Rd.) 4th Building on right

now has available to you:
•Alternate long distance service at reduced rates
•Security Systems or hK,rre
•Word Processors
•Digital Fax Machines
•Custom Phone Systems
Call 753-0342

(1 Block North
of the Court Square)
200 N. 4th St.

753-6001

DALT

Also, children can receive benefits
on their mother's Social Security
record as well as their father's.
In addition, there is a $255 lumpsum death payment that can be
made to an eligible widow or
widower, or if none, to an eligible
child.
If you need additional informa
tion on survivors benefits contact
either the Paducah Social Security
office located at 546 Lone Oak
Road, telephone 443-7506: or the
Mayfield Social Security offict
located on US Highway 45 North,
telephone 247-8095.

WAREHOUSE
FOODS

planning committee, visited
WATCH. and presented the
check to Peggy Williams,
ecutive director. Ms. Williams at
companied them on a tour
throughout the center.
"We are very pleased to receive
this outstanding support from the
graduates of New Concord School.
It is truly a thoughtful and
generous gesture and we thank
them from the bottom of our
hearts. The funds will be used foi
the continued operation of our
center for the adult mentally
and, or physically handicapped ot
Murray and Calloway County,"
said Williams.

We Reserve
The Right
To Limit
Quantities.

623 South 4th

Across from Murray Drive In Theater --Open Monday Thru Saturday 8 a.m. to 7 p.m.

Lucky Leaf Cherry

Pie Filling

avglavi

87

21 oz.

8 pk. 16

Lynn Grove

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi
or Mr. Dew

Eggs

$ 1 68
oz.

Doz.

Plus Deposit

Snuggle

49°

Frito-Lay

Fabric Softenener
!
Sheets

git9
LIS

Pepsi Products

1

12 pk. 12 oz. cans

50 Count

Buy One At Reg
Price—'2.97
Get One FREE

277

Field Bologna

Potato
Chips-

4For9r

Potatoes

Peaches

lb $

Bacon

Milk
Georgia

1
•
10

1/2%

Red

••••
#
•411

Reelfoot

137

12 oz.

Reg. '1.39

Turner

Kiwi Fruit

Potato
Chips

Gal

$1.89

Radishes

4Fo
r$
coo
° Al 37°
lb.

Yellow

Plums

Onions

Carrots

57° Lk $1"

lb

19°
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August1 1-15
Jaycee Fairgrounds
$2.00 Per Car Load
General Admission
PROGRAM OF EVENTS
MONDAY
Beauty Contest
Lovett Auditorium 7:00 p.m.

Antique Tractor Pull 7:30 p.m.
WEDNESDAY
Motorcycle-Three-Wheeler Races
7:30 p.m.

THURSDAY
4-H FFA Beef Show 10:00 a.m.
4-Wheel Drive Truck Pull 7:30 p.m.
Advance Tickets sold at Lubie & Reba's, Dennison & Hunt, & Auto Laundry
Family Night Arm Band Night/Rides $7.00, 6:00 p.m. - Closing

•FRIDAY
Horse Show 7:30 p.m.
Midnight Madness 10:00 p.m.-1:00 a.m.
All rides for one price

(21

$7.00, ride all you want

SATURDAY
Kiddie's Day
& under), one price 1:00 p.m.-6:00 p.m. — $6.00 all
Demo Derby 7:30 p.m.
Discount rides for all ages

you can ride

•

▪

•

•
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Community...
Tuesday, Aug. 11
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital
————
CHAMP (Children's Health and
Mental Protection) in conjunction
with Cablevision will be video taping and finger printing children in
the main pavilion of MurrayCalloway Jaycee Fair from 5 to 7
pm
Prayer Coffee of Murray Christian Women's Club will be at 9.30
a.m at home of Murdena Simmons, 544 North Seventh St.
————
Murray Business and Professional Women will meet at 12 noon
at Sloth Stockade.
————
Family Night Swimming will be
from 8 to 10 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Park. For information call 753-7640.
————
Missions Committee will meet
at 7 p.m. at First United Methodist
'Church.
————
Finance Committee will meet at
7 p.m. at Memorial Baptist
Thurch.
Wednesday, Aug. 12
Free blood pressure checks will
be given from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. for
senior citizens and Hazel Cornmiulity Center, which will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
————
Willis Center will be open from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by
senior citizens.
————
Events at First United
Methodist Church will include
Covenant Prayer Group at 10 a.m.
and Worship Committee at 7 p.m.
————
Events at First Baptist Church
will be Bible Study at 10 a.m.,
Youth Supper at 6 p.m., Youth
Fellowship at 6:30 p.m. and
Prayer Meeting at 6:45 p.m.
————
Events at First Presbyterian
Church will be choir rehearsal at
6:30 p.m. and session meeting at
7:30 p.m.
————
Blankenship Circle of South
Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Church will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
church.
Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will be Prayer Business

MONDAY. AUGUST to, tun

(Ciaat'd from page 51
Wednesday, Aug. 12
meeting and Youth Bible Study at
7 p.m. and Sanctuary Choir at 8
p.m.
————
Ladies day events at Murray
Country Club will include golf at 9
a.m., bridge at 9:30 a.m. and luncheon at 11.45 a.on.
————
Ladies' day events at Oaks
Country Club will include golf at 9
a.m and bridge at 9:30 a.m
————
At Murray State University
Waterfield Library will be open
from 7:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Pogue..Special Collections and
Legal Resources from 7:30 a.m. to
4 p.m
————
National Boy Scout Museum will
be open from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m.
————
Registration for juniors and
sophomores will be from 8 a.m. to
5 p.m. at Calloway County High
School
Murray City Schools will conduct a screening for children
entering kindergarten today at

, Aug. It
ednesday,
Robertson School. For information call 753-4363
————
Diet and Diabetes will meet at 2
p.m in third floor classroom of
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital
————
Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
at Hilltop Kash Market at Canton
from 9 to 11 a.m., and at Sowell's
Wee Mart at Aurora from 12:30 to
2:30 p.m.
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will incude Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 2 p.m. at The
Homeplace-1850; LBL Wildlife at 2
p.m. at Woodlands Nature Center;
Skywalk at 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. and
Magic of the Night at 12 noon and 4
p.m. at Golden Pond Visitors
Center.
Circles of First United
Methodist Church Women will
meet as follows: Wesleyan at 7
p.m. at Golden Corral; Ruth
Wilson with at 6:30 p.m. at Sirloin
Stockade.

Former army cadet goes on
shooting rampage, kills six
MELBOURNE, Australia (AP
— A former army cadet in
military garb went on a half-hour
shooting rampage on a busy
suburban street Sunday night, kill.

Somerset plant
will be adding
200 new jobs
SOMERSET, Ky. (AP ) — The
Palm Beach Co. plant here will be
adding 200 new jobs "over a period
of time," according to Alvin Gonsalves, vice president of
operations.
Gonsalves said no other information concerning the positions
has been relased.
Pulaski County Industrial Foundation and governmental leaders
have declined comment on the
situation because the company
isn't making a formal annoucement yet.

ing six people and wounded at
least 18 others before he was arrested, authorities said.
"He was using a pump-action
shotgun. He was just going 'Bang!
Bang! Bang!' at the cars coming
towards him," said an eyewitness,
who refused to give his name.
The gunman shot randomly
from behind trees and cars, hitting
pedestrians and passing motorists
and reloading his weapons
methodically. witnesses said. Ambulances, po!ice cars, a helicopter
and a SWAT team rushed to the
scene.
•
Police charged Julian Knight
with murder, and Chief
Magistrate John Dugan ordered
him held in prison. An armsspokesman said Knight had
recently been asked to resign from
the royal military college Dantroon because he was found unsuitable as an officer candidate.
Assistant police commissioner
Vaughan Werner said the suspect
carried a shotgun and a .22-caliber
rifle, and had been drinking.

4Me

_
Ninety-six girls from the Kentucky Sheriff's Boys and Girls Ranch in Gilbertsville gathered at the Cheri
Theatre in Murray last week to see "Superman." Pictured with the girls are their camp counselors and
Calloway County Sheriff J.D. Williams.

Boone County senator battling cancer
COVINGTON, Ky.(API — John
The procedures and the tertime he was a Boone County comWeaver's face was thin and his
minology have become part of
missioner running for state
boyish, crooked grin had a deterWeaver's working vocabulary. senator.
mined edge.
Weaver has had cancer before.
"I could have taken the attitude
The 41-year-old state senator
And he's beat it before.
'Maybe you aren't supposed to
from Boone County reached
About 10 years ago he was
run,' "Weaver said. "But I bouncacross his desk with a firm hand- diagnosed with a slow-spreading
ed right back from the operation."
shake and answered an unasked
cancer of the testicle. Surgery and
Tests after the operation showed
cipestion.
radiation checked it for a year. no sign of the cancer. So Weaver
yl'm recuperating from a bout
When it appeared in a lymph node, ran in what many have called the
,voth "ca:ncer," he said.
early treatment caught it again.
hardest fought race in the state.
The word "recuperating" is
Four years later Weaver
He won the senate seat from
Weaver's own diagnosis of his condeveloped a different type of 19-year incumbent Clyde Middition — based on a white-hot faith
cancer in his kidney. The kidney
dleton with a margin of less than
that God is healing him.
was removed. In spring 1986, a 200 votes.
When Weaver learned last
blood clot appeared that was later
Politically, the win had a touch
month that a cancer that he
traced to kidney cancer. "I had
of the miraculous about it. Weaver
thought was cured with surgery
two surgeries and treatment with
figures he's been put in a position
and radiation treatments more
radiation," Weaver said. At the
of influence for a reason.
than a year ago had appeared
again, he spent nine days in the
hospital for tests and more than
two weeks taking radiation
treatments.
The radiation treatments are
now completed and Weaver is on
Frances Drake
continuing medication with Interferon, a drug to boost the im- What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth sign.
mune system.
FOR TUESDAY, AUGUST 11,1987
"I have accepted my healing,"
Weaver said. "I have a real peace
ARIES
TAURUS
with God about it. I'm just waiting (Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
(Apr. 20 to May 201
)nlit
for tests to verify that."
Indecisiveness is uncharacteristic
Your sign is noted for deternuna
The tests will be taken in about a
of you, yet may be today's problem. A -tion and this quality is what will carry
spur-of-the-moment outing may be the day for you. Despite a setback.
month to give the radiation
treatments time to show results, _just what you need to get you going in keep trying. Cut down distractions.
other directions.
GEMINI
Weaver said.

Your Individual
Horoscope

(May 21 to June 20)
may—he -just- --as- to let a
partner call the signals for now. A
different_ approach is what you need
and a different person will fill the bill
admirably'
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
Don't expect 'immediate results.
You're right to explore new directions regarding a career concern. Not
all the pieces of the puzzle fit yet, but
you've made a start.
LEO
(July 2:3 to Aug. 221
Perhaps yOU need a day off from
discussing what'S right or wrong with
your whin'xiship Go with the flow
and seek new ay iffilleS of entertainment.

Shop & Compare
Our Every Day Low
Prices On These
Quality Jameson
Vitamins

0416

VIRGO

sit

(Aug. 2:3 to Sept. 221
You've heard what everyone has to
say about the subject and you have
conflicting thoughts. which is why
you. must do somi. investigation on
yOUr I )W11.

LIBRA
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365 TAM

Reg. 3.46

2.94

Vitamin C SOOmg
•250 Count

tillUti POTINt v
SIMI 56, FOPIVILIt A
VITAMIN'.

4

Stresstabs
Twin Pack
•120 Count •Reguiar
with iron or with zinc
LOW PRICE
EVERY DAY

IN TABLETS

Reg. 4.38

Reg. 1.46

Deily Sins
With Iron
•365 Count

Potassium °Neonate
55Omg
•100 Count

AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb Fri)

To

Mao
Detaft

CAISUI F-S

Rog. 4.56

EPA 300 Fish Oil
•60 Count

SAGITIARRJS
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 211
If others can't make up their minds,
you just might have to go it alone.
This may well prove exciting, if it's a
trip you have in mind. Try not to get
bogged down.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 tO.lan. 19)
Despite a few dead ends, you'll get
on the right track by evening. Misinformation abounds, which is why
you'll have to do some research.

A

Plus
S1.00
Instant
Cash Coupon

C hildrens C basset*,
Vitamins With Iron
•100 Count

(Sept. 2:3 to Oct 22)
Not all the idi.as presented will he
workable. hut at least a friend has got
you thinking in new ways Work
interruptions cut down on your
progress now.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 2:3 to Nov.21)
CIE
Though business and pleasure do
not combine favorably now, a new
career option should be explored.
Ingenuity brings a solution to a
longstanding problem.

wwW LOW PRICE EVERY DAY
OrCel BOO Or Os-Cal SOO With Vitamin D
•60 Tablets
germ. LIMNOS to le4fr Stv0m,
re

Sale Good Through
Sat. Aug. 15th
Hwy. 641 N.
Open Mon.-Sat. 9-6
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Concern atxxit finances needn't
keep you from accepting what looks
like a fascinating invitation. Someone
wants to Rnow what you're all about.
Give it a chance
PISCES
sew
(Feb. 1$) to Mar. 20)
-sehot
Your ego could get in the way. Let
your ideas speak for themselves and
then you'll impress higher ups favor
ably Don't let small things get your
goat.
IF BORN TODAY, you are idealistic
with an interest in reform and
A charismatic leader, you'd
make a goixt government official.
Cultivate originality and you'll make
an impiinant contribution along crea
live lines. You have a goiwil head for
business, hut do iii it emphasize
financial security to the detriment of
your individuality.
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AROUND THE HOUSE
HOMES FOR AMERICANS

1.1

second floor plan

first floor plan
THE FORMAL APPEARANCE OF THIS two-story Colonial
home is softened by the addition of a garage at one side. Inside, the
foyer contains a curved staircase and gives access to the dining.
living and kitchen-family .rooms. Plats, HA14020 has 1,118 square
feet on the first floor and the same arribunt on the second. For more
information write — enclring a stamped. self-addressed envelope

— to architect William G. Ch-irgotis, 37 Mountain Ave.,
Springfield, NJ 07081.

well as preserves the wood to
which it is applied.
THE PRODUCT — Heatshrinkable tubes and wire caps.
Manufacturer's claim — That
they are an acceptable alternative
to electrical tape for indoor wire
splices ... that the tubes are
designed to shrink to onehalf their
original diameter when heated to
form a tight electrical connection
... that the connection is strong,
flame-retardant and flexible ...
that the splices are waterproof ...
that they can be used outdoors as
well as indoors for automotive,
underground and pool wiring
tasks, and to install outdoor
lighting and sprinkler systems ...
that the heat-shrinkable wire caps
are an alternative to screw-on
wire nuts ... that they form a tight,
waterproof electrical connection
and make a permanent, rigid,

THE ACES ON BRIDGE' BOBBY WOLFF
"Adapt or perish, now as ever, is
Nature's inexorable imperative."
— N.G. Wells.
South would have made today's
slam had the trumps split 2-2. Can
you see how he could have survived
the actual 3-1 break?
South won his heart ace and saw
that his best chance for 12 tricks lay
with establishing dummy's clubs.
Quickly he led to dummy's club ace
and returned a club, East winning
his queen. The heart return went to
South's king, and the trump eight
was led to dummy's 10 for another
club ruff. The trump nine was led to
dummy's queen and another club
ruff established dummy's fifth club.
Unfortunately, since there wps no
way back to cash it, South had to
concede a heart loser for one down.
It is true that either a 2-2 trump
break or a 3-3 club break would
have allowed South to scamper
home. Nevertheless, he should have
made his slam.
To succeed, South should duck the
first club lead in both hands. East
wins and returns a heart to South's
king. South now leads a club to dummy's ace and ruffs a club A trump
is led to dummy's 10. and another
club rufc establishes dummy's fifth
club. The trump ace and a trump to
dummy's queen finish the job. South
discards his losing heart on dummy's fifth club, and it's 12 easy
tricks instead of 11 tough ones.

NORTH
8-10-A
Q 105
•8 63
•Q 5
+A 9 6 4 3
WEST
EAST
+764
*3
VQJ9
p7542
•10 8 3
•J 9 7 6 4 2
•K J 8 7
4 Q 10
SOUTH
•A K J 9 8 2
IP A K 10
•A K
+52
Vulnerable: Both
Dealer South
The bidding:
South West
North
East
2•
Pass
3• • Pass
4•
Pass
5+
Pass
6+
Pass
Pass
Pass
Opening lead Heart queen
4

LEAD WITH THE ACES
8-10 B
South holds
•J 10 9 8
11 A Q 7 3
•J 3
4K 5 2
East
5•
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Size is important in figuring electricity cost
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q — We were discussing the
cost of electricity. One person said
a room air conditioner used more
electricity than most other
household items, but the counter
argument was that it did not use as
much electricity as a refrigerator
or a freezer or a combination of
both. Who was right?
A. — Obviously, the question
cannot be answered accurately
without knowing the sizes of the
appliances. Generally, assuming
the items are of average size, a
refrigerator or a freezer or a combination uses more electricity
than a room air conditioner, which
in turn uses more electrical
energy than a dishwasher or
vacuum cleaner or even a television set. Remember, too, that
electrical costs vary widely in different sections of the country.
Q. — I have some gluing to do in
wood that will be used outdoors. Is
there a special kind of waterproof
glue?
A. — Yes. There are several
kinds. Tilt best known is a resorcinol glifAIt comes in two parts,
which are mixed just before using.
The glued parts should be kept
together for at least 24 hours,
preferably with the aid of clamps.
Q. — I will be using varnish for
the first time. What should I thin it
with?
A. — Turpentine or any paint
thinner.
Q. — Why do house builders use
gypsum board instead of plaster?
I have been told plaster is much
stronger.
A. — Gypsum board is widely
used by do-it-yourselfers as well
as builders because it is cheaper
than plaster. It can be obtained
with a white paper surface or in all
kinds of designs and patterns.
Q. — I plan to do some ceramic
tile work. How do I cut the tiles to

Many new household items are
now available to all consumers
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
What's new on the market?
THE PRODUCT — A black
wood preservative that is an approved replacement for creosote.
Manufacturer's claim — that
this preservative meets all Environmental Protection Agency
requirements as a replacement
for creosote, which now can be
sold only for professional application ... that it protects wood
against decay ... that it protects
fence posts, railroad ties and other
wood products ... that it does not
need an applicator's permit for
use ... that it is effective for wood
in contact with soil and water ...
and that it has been proven in independent,tests to meet or exceed
creosote or protection against
fungus, rot, mildew and insects ...
that its black color decorates as

10, HOW

flame-retardant wire splice ... that
they are non-toxic and will not
loosen from vibration, unscrew or
fall of.
THE PRODUCT — A lacquer
combining nitrocellulose with
urethane.
Manufacturer's claim — That
this lacquer mixes the
timehonored qualities of
nitrocellulose lacquers with the
strength and resilience of
urethane ... that it provides
outstanding resistance to abrasions, marring and water marks
... that it also resists heat and
scratches and even chemical
spills, including nail palish
remover ... that it is easily applied, air dries rapidly and requires no costly post-cure equipment ... and that the finish is not
only beautiful, but long-lasting.
(The wood preservative is
manufactured by National Solvent
Corp., 955 West Smith Road, P.O.
Box 327, Medina OH 44258: the
tubes and wire caps by Emhart
Home Products Division, P.O. Box
13716, Reading, PA 19612: and the
lacquer by Hercules, Inc., Hercules Plaza, Wilmington, DE
19894. I
(Do-it-yourselfers will find
much helpful information in Andy
Lang's handbook, "Practical
Home Repairs," which can be obtained by sending $2 to this
newspaper at Box 5, Teaneck, NJ
07666.1

fit around obstructions?
A. — Buy or rent what is called a
tile nipper. If it doesn't come with
instructions, ask the dealer to
show you how to score the tile
before making a cut.
Q. — We have a house that is 85
years old. We would like to make
some alterations to utilize passive
solar heating. Originally, we
wanted to try active solar heating,
but found the cost too high for our
budget. Will passive solar heating
work in an old house?
A. — In passive solar heating,
the house is built to take advantage of the sun's rays. In an older
house, too many architectural
changes are necessary to achieve
good results, although some
changes will help in an area of the
country which does not get too
cold. Generally, converting an old
house into one utilizing passive
solar energy is not practical, not to
mention the high price of doing it.
Q. — I have been told to use
shellac as a primer onlen old wall
just before putting up wallpaper.
Is this correct?
A. — Yes. Shellac, as well as
other primers, including thinned
paint, can be used successfully.
Q. — Can hardboard be used outdoors? I have a project in which
the finished product will be exposed to the weather.
A. — Yes, but be sure to use
what is called exterior hardboard.
Q. — I have to do some wood
staining. I have never used stain.

DR.GOTT
Peter
Gott, M.D.

Third opinion
may be helpful
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT — What is the
newest treatment for chronic lymphatic leukemia? In 1980 my white
count was 8,200. Now it's 47,000. My
doctors are having a difference of
opinion as to the appropriate
treatment.
DEAR READER — The recommended treatment is chlorambucil
with or without cortisone. The anticancer drugs cyclophosphamide and
vincristine are considered to be satisfactory alternatives. If your doctors
cannot agree on the best therapy for
your leukemia, get a third opinion
from an oncologist (cancer specialist). Or, call the National Cancer Institute, 1-800-4-CANCER, which pro-

Residential/Commerical
•Vinyl and Aluminum Siding
•Replacement Windows
*Shutters *Columns
*Storm Windows and Doors
*Canopies and Awnings

South
West
North
Pass
Pass
Pass
ANSWER: Heart ace Lead the ace
*FREE ESTIMATES
to hold the lead A look at dummy
should help you lead to trick two
Randy Thornton Co., Inc.
Send bridge quextsons to The Aeea. P0 Box 802 Chestn
ut St., Murray
123113. Dallas. Texas 75225, with self-addressed
Business: (502) 753 PIM
stamped envelope for reply
Home: (502) 753-0534
rnprright 19.7 Vnited Feature Syndicate

.4.

Q. — I watched a bricklayer putting up a wall along a driveway. I
noticed that when he cut a brick he
merely gave it a whack with the
side of the trowel and the brick
split exactly where he wanted it to.
Since I have some brickwork to
do, I wondered if that is the normal way to cut a brick or did this
man have some special knack?
A. — That is the way most professional bricklayers cut bricks:
but it is unlikely you could learn
how to do it very quickly. You can
try, though, if you have some
spare bricks, preferably some
broken ones. The chances are you
will need to use a mason chisel and
a hammer. Score the brick all
around where you want the cut,
place the chisel on the scored line
and give it a sharp rap. This, too,
requires a little practice. For an
especially clean cut in a brick, you
really need a power saw and an
abrasive blade made for the purpose. The blade is lowered onto the
brick and the cut made very
carefully. Like the two other
methods, some practice is required to become good at it. By the
vides information about treatment
and referrals
If your disease is producing no
symptoms, you probably do not need
any therapy until your white blood
count reaches 100,000. Most experts
are taking a "hands-off" approach on
chronic lymphatic leukemia.
DEAR DR. GOTT — I have read
that expectant mothers can get a disease from cats that may endanger the
fetus. Would you give some information on this?
DEAR READER — YOu are referring to toxoplasmosis, a parasitic disease that is spread to humans from
cats.
Cats acquire the organism by eating infected birds or mice. The parasite is carried from cat excrement to
humans by inadvertent oral contamination. Once in the human, the parasite reproduces and causes lung,
heart, lymph-node and
brain
infection.
In pregnant women, the parasite
easily penetrates the placenta and enters the fetus, where its effects are
more disastrous than in the adult. In
the fetus, toxoplasmosis can cause
convulsions, too-small head microcephaly). blindness and mental retardation. The. disease can be diagnosed
in the mother by blood tests.
DEAR DR. GOTT — Does weight
gain depend entirely on calorie intake

or is it affected by eating abits'
DEAR READER — Weight gain
depends entirely on calories. A person
stores as fat the excess calories he or
she consumes in food. There have
been some intriguing animal studies
showing that rodents fed one big meal
a day gained more weight than animals fed the same number of calories
in four meals However, we're not
rats and I am not sure exactly how
these reports relate to humans.
For practical purposes, people gain
weight because they eat too much
What is too much^ That depends I
need about 2,500 calories a day just to
maintain weight, whereas some of my
patients gain weight on as few as
1,200 calories a day. Metabolic factors govern our weight gain or loss
and our caloric requirements. In assessing your caloric intake, remember that, portion for portion, fat contains about double the calories of
protein and carbohydrates.
To give you more information, I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report.
WEIGHT
CONTROL
THROUGH CALORIE CONTROL
Other readers who want a copy of the
Report should send $1 and your name
and address to P.O. Box 91369, Cleveland, OH 44101-3369. Be sure to mention the subject of the Repori.
1917 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

BEST BUYS OF THE MONTH
AS ADVERTISED
ON NATIONAL TV

COMBINATION
LOCK
-TWIN PACK
• One combination opens both locks
• Stainless steel case
• Hardened steel shackle
• Includes 2 free locker magnets
• Great back-to-school special

TRANSPARENT

ACE

WATERPROOFING
SEALER
\ACE

WATER SEAL
APPLICATOR
• Tough long-nap cover
• Sturdy frame and pole
• Applies coating without
pooling on uneven surfaces
• For all types of cocrhngs

• Transparent sealer
• Prevents moisture damage

Follow The Leader
lAst us install continuous
seamless Reynolds Aluminum
gutters formed to fit your borne
on our special equipment.

way, no matter how you cut brick.
tiny chips are liable to fly upward
Be sure to wear safety goggles.
Q. — After installing a small
concrete walk, how long after the
concrete is put in rilace should
troweling be done'
A. — As soon as you complete
the rough installation, watch the
project carefully. The water sheen
on the surface will begin to disappear and the concrete will start to
harden slightly. At that point, get
your trowel and begin the finishing
operations. If you start to trowel
too quickly, the water inside the
mixture will come to the surface.
That may weaken the strength of
the finished job.
Q. — We have a low-ceilinged
living room. How can it be made to
appear higher.
A. — Try having a skylight
installed.
Q. — We bought a coffee table.
and the man who sold it to us said
he varnished it about 15 years ago.
The varnish appears to be in good
condition, but it is very dirty. If I
clean it, can new varnish be put on
over the old or do we have to strip
it first? I intend to use denatured
alcohol for the cleaning Is that all
right?
A. — Yes. It may be that a new
varnish finish will be unnecessary.
You can judge after cleaning. If a
new finish seems in order, be sure
the old varnish does not have a
gloss to it. If it does, sand it very
lightly, just enough to remove the
gloss

Is it all right to use the type called
an oil stain?
A. — Yes. The intensity of the
color will depend on how long you
leave it on before wiping it off.
You can lighten the stain by mixing it with a little turpentine.
Before you attempt your first job,
do a little experimenting with
scrap wood.
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Water
Tv Proof
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• Use on wood, masonry,
concrete, stucco,
canvas & mosonite
• Easy to apply
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AS ADVERTISED
ON NATIONAL TV

AS ADVERTISED
ON NATIONAL TV.

Murray Supply Co.
'Serving You Since 1955208 E. Main

753-3361

48-• ,•
rh. KrIaLl Hardware Mew "
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Rare Racer Rest

Nelson satisfies' goal,
just wins PGA tourney

Cummings deserves
praise, unlike Howe

Clay
Court
•1

hi

By Clay
Walker
sports fatale,

Funny thing happened to me on
the way home from the straw
market.
Well. actually I wasun my way
to our hotel room in the Bahamas,
but for last Week that was home.
Among all the native souvenir
entrepreneurs on the friendly
Nassau island, I saw a reconizable
face, but I just couldn't place it.
A tall, muscular black man
stood outside the market, taking in
all the sales pitches of the native
ladies.
-Honey. come here. I'll make
you a good deal darling. Real
cheap."
Then, as if he had had his fill of
musing at the chaotic atmosphere,
he headed towards the slightly
more civil row of hotels.
As he passed me I recognized
him. No doubt, that was him. I told
my ,wife, who more-than likely
suspected I was just looking for an
excuse to escape the market.
So,'wing the professiooal sports
editor that I am. I chased Terry
Cummings down. Not like a sports
editor or even a writer, but more
like a fan who had just seen a hero.
And, by today's standards, Cummings is a hero. Cummings, who is
a minister during most of the offseason. fought back from a heart
condition that many experts said
would end his career.
He is one of the NBA's premier
players and, with a strong work
'ethic, • -is replacing Sidney Moncrief as the Milwaukee Bucks'
leader.
While most big-name athletes
probably would try to avoid a
scene while vacationing. Cummings was more than happy to sign
autographs and pose for pictures
— and even chat with members of
the press.
But Cummings' friendliness and
courage aren't so much what
makes him such a hero.
Later that night. I learned that
((ont'd on page 11)

Four members of the Murray State football team get a rest as coach Rocky Roggeman demonstrates how to
attack the sleds as the Racers opened camp for freshmen Sunday.
Staff photo
Stott Nilson

National
By The Associated Press

San Francisco Giants Manager
Roger Craig says he knows how to
unlock the race in the National
League West.
"Pitching is the key," Craig
said, after Kelly Downs pitched
five-hit ball for eight-plus innings
and San Francisco defeated Cincinnati 5-2 to complete a sweep of
their doubleheader Sunday.
Mike Krukow checked the Reds
on five hits over 8 1-3 innings in the
Giants' 3-2 victory in the first
game.
The Giants swept the four-game
weekend series with the Reds and
moved to within one game of firstplace Cincinnati in the NL West.
They have won eight straight
games at Candlestick Park.
In the second game, the Giants
scored four runs against starter
Guy Hoffman. 8-7, in the second inning with the help of three errors
by the Reds.
Downs didn't allow a hit until

LUMBER OF MURRAY,

Buddy Bell doubled with one out in
Pirates on one run and six hits
the fourth.
over the first Rookie Mike Dunne,
In the first game, Krukow took a 7-4, pitched five-hit ball for eight
three-hit shutout into the ninth but innings, yielding two solo homers
Kal Daniels singled and Eric
to Mitch Webster.
Davis hit his 32nd homer. Craig
Phillies 8, Cardinals 7
Lefferts got the second out of the
The Phillies rallied for two runs
inning and Don Robinson got the in the bottom of the 14th inning to
last out for his 13th save.
beat St. Louis and split their fourWill Clark hit his 24th homer in game series. Wally 'Ritchie. 2-0,
the Giants' two-run first against got the win.
Ted Power, 8-7, in the opener.
Dodgers 5, Braves 2
Cubs 6, Mets 3
Shawn Hillegas allowed two
Jody Davis had a solo homer in runs and seven hits over 8 2-3 innthe fifth inning and an RBI single ings in his major-league debut and
that snapped a 2-2 tie in the John Shelby homered for the fifth
seventh as Chicago beat Dwight time in the last six games as host
Gooden, 9-4, and New York before Los Angeles ended a four-game
49,031 at Shea Stadium.
losing streak.
Scott Sanderson, 5-6, making onTht rookie right-hander was
ly his second start since June 14th. called up Friday from the
allowed two runs and eight hits Dodgers' Class AAA Albuquerque
over six innings. Frank DiPino pit- farm club in the Pacific Coast
ched 2 2-3 innings and Lee Smith League, where he won seven of his
got the final out for his 28th save. last eight decisions.
Pirates 4, Expos 3
Padres 4, Astros 3
Pinch-hitter Andy Van Slyke hit
Eric Show and three San Diego
a two-run homer and host Pitt- relievers combined on a threesburgh scored three runs in the hitter and Chris Brown homered to
eighth inning to beat Montreal.
snap a fourth-inning tie as the
Neal Heaton had checked the Padres defeated visiting Houston

`Mikey' Hustle

INC.Cash & Carry
sale

500 S. 4th St. 753-6450......

"SPECIALS - OF - THE - WEEK"

Garage Door
Opener

Hinged Patio Door Unit
38997

Irwin
46.411..

Marking Chalk
Red or B11“

774
4 oz bottle

Timbers
8' Long

$297

Insulation
31
/
2 X 15 Kroft Back
50 sq. ft. per roll
$

69
Per Roll

for their fifth straight victory.
Show, 6-13, allowed three runs,
one earned, in six innings. Lance
McCullers, Mark Davis and Rich
Gossage did not allow a hit the rest
of the way, with Gossage earning
his 10th save.
.4

American
The Minnesota Twins won a
weekend best-ball tournament in
the American League West and
wound up in first place with a nice
lead.
"We went out and took it one
game at a time. We didn't think
sweep," Tom Brunansky said Sunday after the beat Oakland, completing a four-game sweep Sunday
with a 7-5 victory.
Brunansky, Kent Hrbek, Gary
Gaetti and Tim Laudner all
homered as the Twins outscored
the Athletics 34-17 in the series.
Bert Blyleven, 11-9, went six innings for the victory. Jeff Reardon
pitched ,the final two innings and
got his 23rd save, despite allowing
Carney Lansford's two-run double
with two outs in the ninth.
Steve Ontiveros, 6-6, pitched a
complete-game loss and yielded
seven hits.
Oakland went into Minnesota
Thursday night leading the division by less than -a percentage
point. At the time, California was
just one-half game behind.

By The Associated Press

Stanley

A, $9997

Treated Landscape

It was Nelson's eighth victory on
the PGA Tour, but his first since
the 1984 Walt Disney.
It also earned him $150,000 and
an automatic spot on the U.S.
Ryder Cup team that will face a
European team next month.
"Larry is very unassuming, but
when he gets in the hunt, he's
awfully hard to shake," Wacikins
said. "It was kind of a test of survival today."

But the Twins managed to open
a 31,2-game lead, the most any
team has led the AL West by since
June 26. California lost three
straight gams in Seattle before
winning 7-5 Sunday.
The AL East lead also flipflopped during the weekend.
Toronto beat Cleveland 5-1 Sunday
and took a half-game edge over
New York, which got routed 15-4
by Detroit.
Tigers 15, Yankees 4
Darrell Evans' home run capped a nine-run fourth inning and
Alan Trammell, Bill Madlock and
Matt Nokes also homered as
Detroit routed New York.
Detroit won three times in the
four-game series at Tiger Stadium
and outscored the Yankees 35-16.
Dan Petry, 7-5, went eight innings for the victory.
Blue Jays 5,1India,ns 1
John Cerutti won his seventh
straight decision and Jesse Barfield, Willie Upshaw and Lloyd
Moseby hit home runs as Toronto
won in Cleveland.
Cerutti, 8-2, has not lost since
May 17. He pitched six innings and
gave up seven hits, including Tommy Hinzo's first major-league
home run. Ken Schrom, 5-8, took
the loss.
Angels 7, Mariners 5
Mark McLemore's two-run triple sparked a four-run rally in the
eighth inning as California
averted a four-game sweep in
Seattle.
(Cont'd on page 11)

U.S. athletes reap early harvest,
scigile erupts at Pan Am Games

Ends
Monday

Visa-MC-Discover

Chamberlain
1/4 H.P.

He said he began thinking about
doing other things at that time, got
into several businesses and saw
his golf game deteriorate.
"This year I wanted to come
back and play golf. I was going to
play until I won again," he said.
Although his goal was attained
in the sweltering. record-setting
97-degree weather Sunday, Nelson
said he was ready to play some
more.
He earned a five-year exemption to the Masters and a 10-year
exemption on the PGA Tour.
"I'm not going to quit," he said.
"If I don't win in the next four or
five years, I can quit being happy
that this was my last victory."

Craig unlocks answer to NL West, AL's Twins win 'best-ball' contest

,•"-1

Open Mon-Fri 7-5 Sat. 8-12

By ED SHEARER
AP Sports Writer
PALM BEACH GARDENS, Fla.
— Larry Nelson desperately
wanted one more major championship before he ended a latestarting golf career.
He also wanted to silence the
critics who claimed two major
crowns weren't enough to earn
him a spot among the game's
elite.
The quiet little man from
Georgia solved both problems
Sunday, knocking in a six-foot par
putt on the first hole of a suddendeath playoff with Lanny Wadkins
to win the 69th PGA
Championship.
Both players finished at 1-underpar 287 on the 7,002-yard Champions course of the PGA National
Golf Club. Nelson closed with a 72,
VVadkins with a 73.
"This is the most important
one," he said. "You never know
when your last victory will be."
Nelson, who will be 40 next
month, won his first major in the
1981 PGA and came back two
years later to capture the U.S.
Open.

Mike Keown's efforts for Hancock County weren't enough to hold off
Buechel in the last round of the Kentucky State little League Tournament held Sunday at the new city park. Buechel came from the laser's
bracket to steal the title from Hancock County who had been undefeated
before the final round. Buechel defeated Hancock County 9-5 Saturday'
and 9-3 Sunday. After losing to Lexington Central 6-3 in the first round of
the tournament. Buechel never scored less than nine runs in any game
and finished the competition with 75 runs in six games. The team adances to the Southern Regional Tournament in St. Petersburg, Ha.
Staff pilot. h$ Stott

INDIANAPOLIS — American
athletes reaped an early harvest
of gold medals on the first day of
the Pan American Games, while
U.S. basketball and baseball
teams won their openers and
Jamaica's Raymond Stewart ran
the third fastest 100 meters ever.
Off the field, Cuban officials protested what they saw as efforts to
get their athletes to defect and
Cuban-Americans traded punches
with members of the Cuban
delegation after a baseball game
between Cuba and the Netherland
Antilles.
Mainly, though, athletes were in
the spotlight Sunday, as the 10th
Pan Am Games opened with the
host Americans winning 17 out of
36 gold medals.
Cuba swept all six weightlifting
events and won eight gold medals
to hold second place in the total
medal count with 20, 15 behind the
U.S. team. Canada was third with
18 medals, but only one gold.
U.S. athletes took 10 of the 12
canoe-kayak events and captured
five gold medals in swimming and
diving. Kelly McCormick of Columbus. Ohio won her second
straight Pan Am title in the
3-meter springboard event.
The heavily favored U.S. basketball team overcame a ragged start
to win its opener over Panama.
91-63. The. U.S. baseball team
came back from a 4-0 deficit to top
Canada. 10-6.
Jamaica's Stewart turned in the
day's most spectacular performance, running the 100 meters
semifinal in 9.89 seconds.
Stewart's run was under Calvin
Smith's world record of 9.93, but

was wind-aided And will not be
recognized.
"I didn't know I was running
that fast," said Stewart, who will
be entering his senior year at
Texas Christian. "My main objective was just to try and qualify for
the final."
Silvia Poll, a 16-year-old Costa
Rican, beat two Americans in the
100-meter freestyle swimming
finals for her country's first ever
Pan Am gold.
While Cuban weightlifters excelled, the powerful Cuban
baseball team had little trouble in
a 12-1 win over an outmatched
Netherland Antilles team in seven
innings.
During the game, a dozen
Cuban-Americans, all of whom
said they were veterans of the 1961
failed Bay of Pigs invasion,
picketed in a protest against
Cuban leader Fidel Castro.
After the game, punches were
traded between members of the
Cuban delegation attending the
game and some Cuban Americans. The fight was broken
up by security guards and no arrests were made.
"Our purpose is not to interfere
with the games, but to protest
against Castro," said the group's
leader, Juan Perez-franco. "We
want people to know what happened there. We want freedom for
Cuba."
Cuban officials, meanwhile,
launched a protest of their own,
sending a letter to local officials
complaining of what they said
were provocations during opening
ceremonies Saturday to get Cuban
athletes to defect.
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Lemley holds on to win Shriners tournament
Nashville's Rodney Lemley survived a five-stroke increase Sunday to win the Murray Shriners
Charity Golf Tournament with a
137.
Lemley fired a 66 to trke an early lead Saturday and needed just a
71 to win the annual event going
away as Tommy Fike finished second at 141
Dow Ryan who trailed Lemley
by just two strokes after the opening round fell to a third-place tie
with Ken Roland at 144.
Below is a listing of all the
golfers and their scores.
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Rod Lemley, far left, receives his first place trophy Sunday from Bob
Fike, chairman of the Murray Shriners Chibity Golf Tournament.
lemley, a Nashville native, won this weekend's tournament with a
7-under-par, 137 for 36 holes. Tommy Fike, far right, won the award for
low Shriner. He fired a 3-under-par. 141. Lemley, who holed out two birdie chip shots in the final round, also won the Shriners' tournament in
1982.
staff photo by Scott Wilson

(Ivampioniship Flight
Rodney Lemley
'Fommy Fite
Dow Ryan
Ken Roland
Chuck Bollegar
Robert Billuigton
Johnny quertermous
Donnie Mills
John Balker
Larue Balmer
Joe Pat Hulen
Rick Miller
Fike Sr
EL 'Redo Howe Jr
Jerry Austin
Rick Garland
Raz Villanova
Larry Robinson
George Brisco
Willie Mashbun
Tony Rayburn
Bob Billington
Al Jones
Roy McKendree
Walter Jones. Jr
Jerry Jones
liggs Lassiter

66 71-137
71 70-141
66.76-144
72,72-144
72-73-145
69-77-146
74,73-147
70-78-14A
75-73-14s
71 78-149
76-74-150
76-74-150
76.75-151
75,76-151
77-76-153
76-77-153
71 142-153
75,79-154
78.77-155
77,81-15S
77-81-15i4
74.62-156
77-80-157
78-80-15S
78.82-160
78-91-169
77-92-169

Glenn LUIZ
Tony Thomas
Hollis Bald*
Larry Thomas
Jack Oertling
Dan Miller
Hob Maoism:61
John Purdom
Mark Blankenship
Jackie Lee Thompson
Gary Miller
Paul Burgess
John Hover
Bob Hul9ey
Ron Colson
Bobbie Potter?
Bill Holt
Johnnie Mt Cage
Freddie Por
Don Robinson
Jim Berry
Rick Yates
Jim Solomon
Tony Melendez
John L Harmon
Billy Fumes
Ind Plight
Don Johnson
Billy Thurman
Bill Wood
Frank Anderson
Bill Alward
11 Wyatt
Joe Harris
Mosel! McCuiston
Vernon Coh'xin
Vernon Childress
Bobby Fike. Jr
Al McClain
Gene Murphy
Darrel Treas
Joe Walker
John Hancock
Cary Noffsinger
James Lassiter
.11m Barrii.k

80-74-154
79-75-154
79-75-14

Major League Baseball...
(Cont'd from page 10)
DeWayne Buice, 5-3, got the vic-'
tory. He allowed Mike Kirigery's
solo homer in the ninth. Dennis
Powell, 0-1, took the loss.
Royals 8, Red Sox 3
Rookie reliever John Davis pitched 6 2-3 shutout isinings to win
his first major-league decision and
Kevin Seitzer and Steve Balboni
led Kansas City's 17-hit attack
with three hits each in Boston/
Davis allowed four hits, struck
out four and walked none.
.Seitzei, who went 6-for-6 against
the Red Sox last Sunday, hit his
10th home run and added two
singles. He drove in two runs and
scored twice.
Balboni hit a two-run double that

Reasons...
(Cont'd from page to)
Steve Howe was going to be back
in the Major Leagues, pitching for
the Texas Rangers.
Howe's list of drug allegations
and convictions soars much higher
than his ERA. I'm sure Howe
would gladly have signed
autographs and posed for pictures
- not out of friendliness, but
conceit.
While Howe may have beaten
his drug problems. his attitude remains sour. Howe is under the impression that he is some kind of
role model because he can use cocaine and still pitch well.
When all is said and done, I
think Howe will be remembered
as a talented athlete with no common sense who made a sad statement to America's youth. How he
was ever allowed back in the Majors is a mystery to me.
Fortunately we still have Cummings, who signs the autographs
for the right reasons. Hopefully.
fans will ask athletes for the right
reasons.
If Howe was seen outside the
straw market, I wonder how many
autograph seekers there would
have been. I know of one that
couldn't have cared less.

You
Auto
Know

capped a four-run fourth inning
against Steve Crawford, 4-3, and
-two singles.
Brewers 8, White Sox 4
Milwaukee's Paul Molitor hit a
ninth-inning double off Jim Winn
to tie a team record by extending
his hitting streak to 24 games as
the Brewers won in Cticago.
Winner Juan Nieves, 8-6, gave
up three runs in six innings.

Orioles 5, Rangers 4
Ray Knight singled home pinchrunner Alan Wiggins from third
base with two outs in the bottom of
the ninth inning as Baltimore beat
Texas.
Wiggins ran for Larry Sheets,
who singled with one out off
Charlie Hough, 11-8.
John Habyan, 4-3, retired the
final 10 batters he faced.

62-94-Ill
55- las
8384-167
82 MS- 161i
83-8A-171
'43144-172
154 Nil- 164
6680-14)5
85 -165
$5814- 165
45 180- 165
85 s 1 - 166
it5 142- 167
8641-167
85-143-1814
M6.82-161+
'44-84-1611
16 A4-170
143- 170
86-85-171
S5 A5 -173
84 140- 174
.85 89- 174
87.147-174
86-1110- 175
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Saturday's Games
Atlanta 9, Los Angeles 7
San Francisco 5. Cincinnati 2
Chicago 5. New York 3
St Louis a Philadelphia 5
Pittsburgh 5. Montreal 2
San Diego 4, Houston 3_ 10 innings
Sunday'a Games
Chicago 6, New York 3
Philadelphia A. St Louis 7 14 innings
Pittsburgh 4, Montreal 3
San Francisco 3. Cincinnati 2. 1st game
San Francisco 5 Cincinnati 2 2nd gam'
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Los Angeles 5. Atlanta 2
San [Diego 4 Houston 3
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Monday's Games
Montreal Martinez 6 1 • at New York i Mit
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Chicago i Moyer 11.5. at Philadelphia
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Bring a Clear Color Picture Back to Your TV Set!

759-9888

Division L

FOUR WHEEL
DRIVE
TRUCK PULL

Thursday, August 13, 7:30 p.m.
Murray-Calloway Co. Fair
Jaycee Fairgrounds
Advance Tickets Sold at:
Lubie & Reba's, Dennison-Hunt & Auto Laundry.
Addlts ,7 00 In Advance. '8 00 At Gate
c-12 Years,'3 50 In Advance. $400 At Gate
Under 6 Free

-

Replace your indoor or worn-out outdoor antenna now and see the clear picture and cob'
your TV set was designed to deliver' Dualdrive UHF/VHF assures clearest possible picture Wide-swept 60° elements deliver
maximum signal Gold-alodized finish fights
corrosion Attaches to your Stereo for improved FM. too Factory preassembled-install it
yourself and save' 015-1711

ONLY 2188

Deluxe VHS VCR With HQ and Wireless Remote Control
Model 20 by Realis'

_
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..lllll

29995 Save
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Larry Krouse Insurance
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92-r-180
92-106-192

489 Flight

546 Flight
Eddie Morris
Ray FreyJohnston
Paul Comb.s
George Lee
Junior GarrIsori
Guy Harper
Jackie Carpenter
Tian Jones
Frank Garner
Jeff 4/rases
Frank NVISMentiv!
Nick>. Knight
Reg Lowery
Billy Miller
('rant f •. •
,
ECIChe
Roger lung

Get Ready for Fall Sports and New TV Shows!

105 N 12th (Next to McDonald's)

Your car's power steering us.
hydraulics, or fluid wider presSUrt
to help move your front wheels
makes your steering system mor.
complex, but much easier to opi-rat.
If the power system suddenly breal.
down, don't assume the steering I.
locked Vull hard - the wheels ',iiIl
turn, because a mechanical system
backs up the hydraulic for emergen
cy use Regardless boy. y 'or car
equipped - with standard or ismer
steering. make sure it's working pro
perly If you suspect a problem it
good idea to steer your car to .4
competent garage for a careful in
spection and service if required
A linen cloth is best for cleaning
windshields the 'older the better
When you want the hest for less
come to Murray Nissan Chryslcr
iodge. itO4 S 12th IA e offer over 11.
years of combined employ,
automotive experience
As lit
residents of this corn gaunt y, we a
dedicated to' your personal satisfa•
lion After you shop the rest, 4-all
753-2224, and make an appointment
to see the hest
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Like a good neighbor
State Farm is there

-

%I TO • STEERING
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Marvin Hendnets
Levin !Juane
Roger Kellner
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Ted Lawson
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Mark Russell
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Ken Asher
Mike retail
Sherman :ttrni,re
Hun Foster
John Ftran
k:,an Shelby
%line Williams
J H Edwards Jr
Rand) Murphy
Brad Belcher
Mike Nicker

TV ANTENNA

SCOREBOARD
Good service.
good coverage.
good price -
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8 - * 177
57 es- :73
s791-175

Douglas Parr
Ted Delaney
Edward Latta
Chris Chariclis
Bill Latham
N. IL Burgess
Lynwood Smelser
\Like Ferri* .
William Clark
Gene Knight
Gerald J01814,
William Van' r
Dick her
Chet %idle),
Denny lone.
Enlz
Virgil Clark
James Cothran
Bill Pal11424.4
Tom Devor
Mac Fitts
Kent McCubbin
Jerry Markham
Gordon Peterson
Ronnie Ross
Lion Ross
Kenny Enberly
Bryan Roy
Lynn Hill
Wayne Browning
Jerry Kerry
Phyll Crabtree
Billy Galloway
Mike Baker
Eddie Rhodes
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Toni C, H44111111001
Marshall Lutz
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Jtiza NuraimanA)
Kenny Shelton
Kelly Steely
Rob Miller
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Ist Flight
John Childress
Fred Enix
Rick Liamplun
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Join the video revolution' Easy-Timer ,tarts
cording up to four hours long by pressing one
button 14-day/4-event timer 016-509

a HO (High Quality) Sharpens Picture
si Cable-ready PLL Digital Tuner for
Direct Selection Of 1 1 1 Channels

1

Portable Cassette Recorder

40-Watt Booster/7-Band EC)

CTR-70 by Realistic

s\v„;01,Frir.
0,

$160

Low As $20 Per Month.

By Realistic

40%
Off

.
11111
..

Auto-Level for
Perfect-Volume
Recordings

29Reg

C

t

U45%
49 95

Record lectures or meetings' Cue/review built
in mike 014-1050 eatip-es ,,i,,i
-

29
Reg. 54.95

Boosts your car stereo to 40 watts total power'
Dual 5-segment LED power meters. 4-speaker
fader Mounts under dash 012-1954

Check Your Phone Book for the Radio thaek
Store or Dealer Nearest You

Most Major Credit
Cards Accepted

revohc,Q 'edit from Citillok Payment may vary denerxtirin o

PRCES APP‘.... At PARTCMATING STORES ANC Of Ak FOS

t1,6.1
,
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A special appearance was made by Disney stars Mickey and Minnie Mouse at the street carnival at %a1-Mart
last Saturday. 14 alNlart associates helped to raise over $4600 for the Main Street Youth Center.

Nell Evans of KSALPN District 17 presents Dr. Clegg Austin, chairman of Main Street Youth Center Board of
Trustees with 20 of their most recent cookbooks. These books were offered for sale for a $5 donation to the
youth center during the bake sale at Bethesda Ministries on the east side of the court square.

Murray Cablevision signs football package with ESPN
Murray Cablevision said.

Murray Cablevision has signed
an agreement with ESPN for carriage of the National Football
League I NFL 1 package which will
be available on ESPN. beginning
Sunday. Aug. 16.
Our decision to carry wasn't a
difficult one. We're delighted to
bring additional NFL viewing options to our customers." Burnette
Ferguson. general manager of

"Murray Cablevision has had
dozens of questions from
customers about possible carriage
ever since ESPN threw its hat in
the ring as a potential carrier,"
Ferguson said.
Murray Cablevision and the
cable industry have always been
at the forefront in bringing quality

viewing options to sports fans according to Ferguson. "We've
always been proud of the coverage
we bring to minor sports, such as
soccer, fishing and gymnastics, as
well as the coverage of major
events, such as Wimbledon and
important boxing matches."
"Now with the addition of the
13-game NFL package, cable

television is truly recognized for
its sports entertainment,"
Ferguson said.
Cable viewers in Murray will be
able to tune in to the following
13-game package on ESPN:
August 16 — Chicago Bears vs.
Miami Dolphins; August 23 — Los
Angeles Rams vs. San Diego
Chargers; August'30: Los Angeles
Raiders vs. Dallas Cowboys;

September 3 — Minnesota Vikings
vs. Denver Broncos; November 8
— New England Patriots vs. New
York Giants; November 15 — Los
Angeles Raiders vs. San Diego
Chargers; November 22 — Miami
Dolphins vs. Dallas Cowboys;

Minnesota Vikings; December 13
— Denver Broncos vs. Seattle
Seahawks; December 20 —
Washington Redskins vs. Miami
Dolphins; December 27 — Los
Angeles Rams vs. San Francisco
49'ers.

November 29 — Cleveland Browns
vs. San Franciso 4 9'ers;
December 6 — Chicago Bears vs.

The 13-game package also includes the Pro Bowl scheduled for
February 7, 1988.

Fidel Castro suffers second Major intelligence setback
WASHINGTON 4API — A
decorated Cuban intelligence
agent who defected imxpected to
41ve 1: S. officials the names of
Cuban operatives around the
world, the second major intelligence setback for President
Fidel Castro in recent months,
Radio Marti officials say.

Florentino Azpillaga, 40, crossed into Austria from
Czechoslovakia in June but his
defection was kept quiet until Friday night when Radio Marti, the
U.S. government broadcast station for Cuba. carried an interview
with him.
"Castro's egomania has ruined

the country," Azpillaga said, adding that he and other disillusioned intelligence'officers had talked
about the defection for three
years.
He said he and his coconspirators believed that the
Cuban government was spending
a'disproportionate amount on in-

Southern States

telligence activities at a time
when an austerity program was
forcing Ordinary Cubans to tighten
their belts.
Azpillaga's whereabouts were
not disclosed but defectors usually
are brought to the Washington
area for extensive debriefings by
CIA officials.
The State Department had no
comment on the defection Sunday.
Azpillaga's duties were said to
have included deciphering the
communications of foreign
enemies and learning the locations of clandestine radio opera-

tions used by anti-communist
rebel groups abroad.
He reportedly was awarded 13
medals for his service to the
revolution.
Radio Marti officials, insisting
on anonymity, said Azpillaga is
prepared to identify 350 Cuban
agents in a number of countries.
This would render them useless as
intelligence agents.
Since many of these agents are
Azpillaga's friends, he is said to be
withholding their identities for the
time being to allow them the opportunity to return safely to Cuba.

He believes the lives of these
agents coulci be endangered if
their true identities were exposed
while they are still at their
overseas posts, the officials said.
For Cuba, the defection could
mean that much of the country's
intelligence network would have
to be rebuilt from scratch.
Azpillaga bolted just nine days
after Brig. Gen. Rafael del Pino
Diaz, a ranking member of the
Cuban Armed Forces Ministry,
defected to the United States in a
Cessna 402 with his wife and .
children.

FROZEN • FOOD • SALE

GET THE FOODS
YOU'VE BEEN CRAVING
AT CASELOT SAVINGS.

ft

fr
ft

Save on your favorite frozen foods.
Fill out this form, then phone in, mail in or bring in your order to Southern States.

SPECI
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SAVIN
GS!
ar
SUNBRIGHT 100% PURE ORANGE

'ler

JUICE CONCENTRATE
ORDER BEFORE: AUGUST 29TH
CASE

DESCRIPTION
;RUITS &

'E

PRICE

Carpet Remnant Sale
Special Selection Short Remnants
Vinyl & Carpet

12 oz.

PICK UP ON: SEPTEMBER 16TH

I &ALE

9'

with HOT SUMMER BARGAINS
Through August 31st!

50%

s•ALE
TOTA3
ANT

!CASE TOTAL I
QTY

BERRIES

ITEN

OESCRIPTION

(TELLIZE VEGETABLES

PIKE

MAT

69.

18.

off

Room-Size Remnants
In-Stock Wallpaper

_
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.1C4
,

25%
20%
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off

GARDEN VEGETABLES

•
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'30 13 69
134

•

12 29
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'58 34 99
'Fk 969

•
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DESSERT & BREAKFAST ITEMS
.
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Fri
P

•

•

Iv.

Sa,a L... B ...r,, 0.1 "

kChocol.ate Rgo, :, • ,r.,... r.7, • •
'Suga, Added
— No Sugar ArMel
,
IQF Means Individually (hock EreZel

City

Phone

.

I -I - .•

!!

State

gl

, 1 C"ocolye Rock,

Address

Zip

'
3

t

4. -- ou s OramlalBeeT &Broccol. Enr.,ee 6C1•4
h1312 20 99
'Armo,,, so
,
entaiBeel&PeppersE".,ee ICI 4 it 31 20 99
B3hed s Olde Wood Pasra 3 Tlays 7 3'
34 19 99
,, .. ,Thar e s Pita Supreme 24 6 oil
L 325 2399
L•1111 Char Ii. s Pg!pp0,0^ Pl/ 24 6 18
1 34 23 99

Name

In-Stock Carpet
All Prices Slashed!
Come in and ask about
our unbelieveable prices!

NEAT N SERVE SPECIALTY ITEMS

ENTREES
•'•

*Compare Our
DeVoe Ceramic Tile
Paint
Prices*
Entire Line

Industrial Rd.
Murray

1 'F, i .4

1
li -

i ''

1") IrEi

rip

RED TAG
SPECIAL

I

.•
Every two weeks, we will have a "Red Tag Special- Carpet Line of the.Monlh.
featuring lines by: Philadelphia. Cabin-Craft, World. Queens, Columbus
Mills.
Armstrong, Horizon, and Salem
Ask about our "90 Days Same As Cash"
to qualified buyers.

I

ADVANCED ORDEAS ONLY

753-1423

JOE SMITH CARPET
Hwy. 641 North

Quality forEveryone

753-6660
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FARM AND AG NOTES
Smart management
can save big money

Grain production
2.35

Even with endophyte-infected
"Even though fescue has a profescue pastures, Kentucky
blem with the summer slump, it
farmers can save a ton of money
has the advantage of hardiness in
on next winter's feed costs if they
cooler fall weather." Absher said.
start smart managemkt prac- "As long as the temperature does
tices now.
not fall below the low 40s it can
Basically, cattle in the mild
thrive."
Kentucky climate can be wintered
Another phenomenon, he said, is
on fescue pastures as late as the
that fescue doubles its sugar conmiddle or late January if the
tent in cooler weather as the plant
pastures are managed properly. rebounds from the summer
That can eliminate most of the
slump. As the plants rebound, so
winter feeding costs for many
does the cattle's performance.
farmers.
Average daily gain on fall
"Research at the University of fescue pastures can be from one
Kentucky College of Agriculture
and one-half to two pounds per day
has shown that accumulating from Oct. 15 to Dec. 15, Absher
fescue on the stump has reduced
said.
stored feed requirements to one"If the pastures are to be intenquarter ton per cow per year," sively managed, that is stocked at
said Curtis Absher, UK Extension
a high rate, the farmer probably
beef specialist.
should add nitrogen to his fields in
"That same cow would require
August while the cattle have been
one to one and one-half tons of hay
removed to the other fields.," Abper year if wintered entirely on
sher said. "Sixty to 80 pounds of
stored feed," Absher added. "It is
nitrogen per acre is recommendjust a lot cheaper to put the pounds ed. UK agronomists involved in
on the animal in the pasture infescue research say that for every
stead of the barn."
pound of nitrogen, it will add about
However, if a farmer is planning 20 pounds of dry matter acto utilize fescue fields to winter cumulated in the fields."
their cattle through January, deciAbsher also recommended that
sions should be made now, he
cattlemen plan to use strip grazing
added.
or rotational grazing so that cattle
First, cattle should be removed
will consume the grass more evenfrom fescue fields about the first ly. It also helps to let the cattle
of August and moved into clover "get a little hungry" before movor alfalfa pastures. That avoids ing them into a new grazing strip
the "summer slump" associated
or paddock.
with endophyte-infected fescue
"What we're trying to do is help
where cattle eat less and gain less. the producer walk the pounds of
It also allows the fescue to re- the beef off the Pasture rather
juvenate and accumulate for fall
than have to haul the hay off and
grazing.
feed it back." Absher said.

Tobacco farmers should
heed Japan's buying refusal
WILMINGTON, N.C. (AP ) —
Tobacco farmers should take heed
from Japan's refusal to buy the
flue-cured leaf from Georgia and
Florida because unapproved herbicide residues were found last
year in leaf samples from the two
states, a tobacco official said.
"The moral of the story for
North Carolina farmers is to
understand the significance of this
problem and what the buying companies will do if it becomes a problem," Carlton Blalock, executive
vice president of the Tobacco
Growers Association of North
Carolina, said Monday.
The U.S. Department of
Agriculture reported that 5 percent of 147 domestic tobacco
samples taken last year contained
dicamba, a weed killer that is not
approved for use on tobacco.
Seven of 27 samples from Georgia
contained dicamba. One of 56
samples from North Carolina contained the herbicide, which causes
leaves to turn yellow and look ripe
as it slowly kills the crop.
Earlier this year, R.J. Reynolds
Tobacco USA blamed Americangrown tobacco for dicambatainted cigarettes shipped to
Japan. Rep. Charlie Rose, D-N.C.,
has disputed the claim, saving the

TVA chief has
good, bad news
about mosquitoes
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. ( AP —
There'S good news and bad news
from the office of Dr. Joseph
Cooney, a Tennessee Valley
Authority specialist in mosquito
control.
The good news is that this summer's dry weather has kept mosquitoes from breeding in the temporary pools that follow light
showers and in the discarded containers which collect rainwater.
The bad news is that there are
two types of mosquitoes, and the
type that breeds in permanent
pools, such as lakes, is just beginning to reach their annoying, latesummer levels in the Tennessee
Valley.
"When you go through the spring without lowland flooding, the
group of mosquitoes that breeds in
transient pools doesn't have a
chance to build to troublesome
levels," Cooney said.
The mosquito problem is showing up where heavy thundershowers have created pools of
standing water that don't
evaporate in a week's time,
Cooney said
"It takes five to seven days for
'these mosquitoes to complete
their cycle," he said. "So if a pool
of water dries up in two or three
days, the mosquitoes that hatch
will just die before ever getting to
the flying stage "

tainted tobacco in the blended
cigarettes could have come from
abroad.
Takeshi Yasu, an official with
Japan Tobacco Inc. in Raleigh,
said Japan bought about 1,700 tons
of flue-cured tobacco from
Georgia and Florida last year. He
said Japan, which bought about 7
percent of the 645 million pounds
of flue-cured tobacco produced in
the United States in 1986, plans to
buy about the same amount this
year. It will come from the remaining flue-cured producing
states of North Carolina, South
Carolina and Virginia, Yasu said.
About 81 million pounds were
sold last year on the GeorgiaFlorida market, said Verner
Grise, an economist with
Economic Research Service of the
USDA.
West Germany, also a major
foreign buyer of Georgia tobacco,
considered boycotting the
Georgia-Florida market, said
Carlton Blalock, executive vice
president of the Tobacco Growers
Association of North Carolina.
Blalock said he did not know the
outcome of West Germany's
considerations.
Japan could look to other countries, such as Zimbabwe or Brazil,
for flue-cured tobacco. But
Blalock said he expects the
Japanese to raise their purchases
in other American markets.
The N.C. Department of
Agriculture is testing random
samples of green tobacco for nonapproved chemicals. All 30
samples taken last month in
southeastern North Carolina passed the test. The samples — from
Bladen, Brunswick, Columbus,
Hoke, Montgomery, Richmond,
Robeson and Scotland counties —
were collected between July 20
and 23, said John L. Smith.
pesticide administrator with the
NCDA.
Blalock said farmers usually
don't use artifical ripeners until
about half the leaves have been
removed. Ripeners would be applied about mid-August in the
eastern part of the state, he said

1.58

0.85

Japan U
0.89

China Indonesia Mexico
0.73

Brazil
Bangladesh

Motor & Armature
Rewinding
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Loan rates for some pricesupported crops have been announced by the U.S. Department of
Agriculture, but Kentucky producers still are waiting for the news
about others.
"Lnan rates for commodities that
have been announced already differ little from last year's. We anticipate the rates that will be announced in the next month to follow
the same pattern," said University of Kentucky Extension
agricultural economist Steve
Riggins.
Rates will be similar to last
year's because the GrammRudman cuts that reduced last
year's loan rates will not be invoked this year. However, unless the
Gramm-Rudman law is repealed,
the cuts are likely to be made next
year, Riggins said.
"Even if Gramm-Rudman cuts
are not made in 1988, loan rates still
are likely to be considerably less as
the administration pursues its goal
of making U.S. exports more competitive," the economist said.
The wheat loan rate for Kentucky
is $2.39 per bushel, except for Jefferson County, where it is $2.46.
This is a small decline from last
year's Kentucky average of $2.40,
Riggins said.
The structure for Kentucky
barley and sorghum changed this
year, he said, with multiple rates,
rather than one for the state.
Sorghum will have several, ranging from $2.96 to $3.27; barley will
have only two, $1.45 and $1.33.
"In general, the western part of
the state will receive the higher
rate, but growers should check with
their ASCS office to be sure which
applies to their county," Riggins
said.
The corn and soybean rates
should be announced no later than
the end of August. Riggins predicts
that if the Kentucky corn follows
the national pattern, the 1987 rate
should be $1.93 —down from last
year's $1.95. It is possible, however,
he said, that multiple rates for corn
and soybeans will be announced for
Kentucky. The economist said that
the soybean loan rate is difficult to

•

r

pedict since the national rate has
not yet been announced. In addition, there is still talk of a
marketing loan for soybeans, he
said.
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Farm-related accidents at
lowest point for five years
Nineteen Kentuckians were killed ii4 farm-related accidents during
the first six months of Mt the
lowest toll for that period in at least
the last five years
The reduction in the state's farm
fatality rate, down from 21 during
the same period last year, 22 in 1885
and 30 in 1984, runs counter to the
national trend, says David Finney.
Kentucky Farm Bureau safety
director.
While no exact nationwide count
of farm deaths is made, the National Safety Council reported that
farming bypassed mining as the
most dangerous occupation in 1986.
The council estimates that there
were 52 deaths per 100,000 workers
last year, just above the rate for
mining, placed at 50 for every
100,000 workers.
Finney says the declining accidental death rate among Kentucky farmers may be due to a
number of factors, including
smaller numbers of working
farmers, more attention to safety
and increased use of protective
equipment such as rollbars,.reinforced cabs. and Seat belts on
tractors.
If farm fatalities during the second half of this year come in at or
below average. the 1987 total could
wind up the lowest for a full year
since Farm Bureau began monitoring agricultural deaths in 1983. Last
year's toll was placed at 44.
"Of course anything could happen .byt I'm hopiwufor a further
decare as we go into the most

-

dangerous farming months — those
during late summer and the fall
harvest season," Finney said.
The 19 victims recorded from
January through June died in accidents in 17 Kentucky counties
Eight of the fatal accidents involved a tractor, six were associated
with the use of other farm equipment and three- occurred during
woodcutting. The cause of the remaining two deaths, including one
victim struck by lightning, was
classed as miscellaneous.
Although tractors retained their
normal status as the most
dangerous piece of farm equipment, the proportion of tractor
related deaths Was substantially
lower than in earlier surveys. Finney noted.
The eight fatalities involving
tractors this year comprised 42 per
cent of the total of 19 deaths.
substantially below last year's
rate. when the first six-months saw
14 tractor accidents. representing
66 per cent of the total of 21.
Ages of the 1987 victims ranged
from 5 to 88 years. Seventeen of the
nineteen accidents occurred in the
afternoon or evening hours. 18 of
the victims were male.
Two counties — Madison and
Grant — recorded two farm
fatalities each in the six-month
report. Counties with one fatality
each included Union. Hardin.
Cumberland, Wayne, Marion.
Boyle. Franklin. Pendleton
Bracken, Mason, Lewis, Bourbon .
Menifee. Jackson and Owsley.

Brandon Bros.
'Your IMT Tractor Dealer'
Cut Production Costs by Buying Money-Saving IMT Tractors
Models Available
39 H.P.

60 H.P

$699500

$935000

42 H.P.

60 H.P. 4x4

$799500

$12,050"
— Stop In And See Us

705 S. 12th St.

753-4356

HAVE YOU
PAID YOUR
MOTOR ROUTE
CARRIER?

Hog market
ederal %tate Market Near •.e r. I,.
Psi: headlock, Purcluswe %Iva Hog Market Report
Includes II fluytng %tattoo. Receipts Art 13117 Est
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657 30 511.31I
33 SI
MS
$5$ Ml SW 10.
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$44 III 4.1 0111
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Asst

It will be easier for you and
your carrier if when you
receive your bill to pay
on a 6 months or a yearly
basis rather than monthly
or quarterly.
Thanks for your cooperation.

om q

c
753-3079
King 492-9348

Hostess Kathryn Outland

.111111N1r-.-

USSR
Pakistan

Expected commodity loan
rates about equal to 1986

cl

Calls Accepted Anytime
201 S. 7th St. 753-1900

India

Chicago Tribune Graphic;
Source: Worldwatch Institute

Searching for answers to all
those who/what/where questions
about your new city)
As
WELCOME
WAGON
Representative, it's my job to help
you get over the hurdles of being
a newcomer
By bringing you some useful
gifts Community info Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood And more Call

One-Day
Guaranteed
Service

1.50

•

Hello
Stranger!

COX ELECTRIC
MOTOR REPAIR

(Across from Parke'

1.94

For most populous
countries; in tons of
grain per acre
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State hires staff personnel
to educate public on AIDS
FRANKFORT, Ky. IAPI - The
state Department of Health Services has decided to hire an additional staff member to work solely
on educating the public about
AIDS.
Carlos Hernandez. commissioner of the health services
department. authonzed the hiring
of one new worker for the Kentucky AIDS Project last week
after the Cabinet for Human
Resources provided about $60,000.
he said.
Although several health department officials said they need more
than one extra person working in
AIDS education, this step
represents "an improvement in
our ability to give as much factual
information as we can," Hernandez said.
•'Our staff has been deluged

with requests for information," he
said. "People are scared. It is a
frightening disease because the
mortality rate is so high."
There are now three employees
working for the Kentucky AIDS
Project.
Last week's move came on the
strength of a statewide poll that
shows 90 percent of Kentuckians
want state government to provide
public education about acquired
immune deficiency syndrome. or
AIDS.
Since July 1986, the Kentucky
AIDS Project has offered public
lectures, videotapes and
brochures about the disease, as
well as a 24-hour telephone hotline
with a taped message about AIDS,
said Becke Herrin, the project's
program coordinator.

CLASSIFIEDS
[-CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
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The Eagle
- Landed
2 High
mountain
3 Lingered
4 Gastropod
mollusk
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7
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5 Bone
6 Sesame
7 Declared
8 Mr Carney
9 Winged
10 Heap
11 Trial

13

15

22

TRAMP
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SPY
SOIGIS Sal
GIL E A
FROGS u
SEALS BETTERS
ROTS
ROOM
CONNECT
NOISE
UP
ERROR
PROA.
EjEG
EAGER
SOO
ERAS
P A GA L
N
SAMPLE
ERASE
SEATS
LABOR

DOWN

35 Hypothetical

1

Answer to Previous Puzzle

force
36 Seat on horse
38 Deposit
39 Scottish cap
40 A E - - U
41 Certain
42 Sea in Asia
44 Improve
46 Twist
48 Penetrate
51 Pony
52 Dock
54 Antitoxins
55 Old name for
Tokyo
56 Danson and
Shackelford
57 Paradise

1 Chapeaux
5 Greek peak
9 Suitable
12 Actor Thicke
13 Headliner
14 Falsehood
15 Small herring
17 Ceremonies
19 Created a
disturbance
21 Let it stand
22 Seed coating
24 Concerning
25 Toll
26 Actress
Remick
27 Hold back
29 Ma s partner
31 Youngster
32 Babylonian
deity
33 - Mans
34 "Sanford and

49

50

- and fro
Employed
Walk on
Choir voice
Peruse
Liberate
Paper
measure
28 Apportion
29 Give forth
freely
30 Poker stake
34 Gushed out
36 Seasoning
37 Ate to lose
weight
39 Ballroom
dance
41 Judgment
42 Skin ailment
43 - to Bali
44 Kind of
cheese
45 Tellurium
symbol
47 Choose
49 Before
50 Hurried
53 Rupees
abbr

54
57

c 1987 United Feature Syndicate
2 .NotiCe
THE Gold Nugget, west
side of square,
Mayfield, Ky. 247.6762
Diamonds, black hills
gold, 14kt gold chains
"We sell for less!" "We
guarantee it." Jimmy
Thompson Jeweler.

2

6

Notice

6

Help

Wanted

Help

Wanted

15

Articles for

Sale

24

Miscellaneous

CAMOUFLAGE arm,
SECRETARIAL opening
pants & shirts, work
Radar Lures
Bookkeeping required, boots, motorcyclelx,yrolt experience a plus helmets & camping
Are Hero!!
SUP
Must be able to meet the plies Jerry's Sporting
pe Spoon3
public Sena resume and Goods, 6th & walnut
,Snaas
Baits
references to P 0 Box Mayfield, Ky 247 4704
& Crappie Jigs
963, Murray, KY 42071
UPRIGHT freezer, ex
cellent working condition
759.49300, 759.9921
VETERINARY assistant $100 firm Call 753-1891
wanted. Call 753 3213
USED deep freezer, $170
WANTED Drivers, musf recliner, $65 love
seat
26 TV Radio
be 18 years of age, have $100 tables,
odds & ends
own car and proof of in
Call 753 2351
LEASE TO OWN 25''
surance
Apply at
console TV with remote
Dominos Pizza
$53 a month
Murray
WANTED General news 16 Home Furnishings
Rental & Sales 753 8201
reporter for weekly 2 BEDROO
LEASE TO OWN Wir
M suites
newspaper Must have & hutch, table
eless remote VCR $32 a
and chairs
be proficient in the use of dryer, refrigerator
month
Murray Rental
35mm camera
Ex
freezer, stove, living & Sales 753 8201
perience helpful.
end room set Call 753 1412 LEASE TO OWN
19"
resume to P 0. BA 185, weekdays 8A.M 6P
color TV, $28 a Month
M
Benton, Ky 42025
Murray Rental & Sales
BEDROOM suites, mat
WANTED. Tour guide, tresses and box
springs, 753 8201
Paris Landing. Guaran
queen size bed spring
teed salary, make up to and mattress (oval
glass 27 Mobile Homes for Sale
$300 $700 for 4 days 615 large china cabinet
12x60 2 BR central heat
232 6096.
mirrorback), chrome and air, carpet Call 436
WANTED
part time table and chairs, odd 2319
mechanic, salesperson. chairs, drop leaf Duncan
Apply in Person at Phyfe table, washer & 14x70 MOBILE home on
large shaded lot in
Murray Rental & Sales, fryer, odd tables Lots of
county
2 bedroom. 2
between 8a m 12p.m., other things See at South
bath, dishwasher, car
Aug 8 Aug 14
11th St
port. porch, central
FRENCH provincial heat and air
Call
queen size bedroom suite 759 1578.
9 Situation Wanted
With hybrid waterbed 14x70 SALE/01.
2 Bed
CHILDCARE. 11 years mattress Call -759 1193
room, 2 bath, fireplace„
experience in daycare.
central air, gas heat,
East Y area
partly furnished, front
Call
19 Farm Equipment
753 5258.
porch, outbuilding.
XPER1ENCED teacher NEW tobacco sticks, 15 Located at Fox Meadows
would like to tutor 1:6 cents each
Linda Call'SW 4p m. 759 9452.
grade. Call after 6p.m. Patrum, Puryear, TN 1985 14x70, 2 BEDROOM
753-9929.
2 bath on a 150x224 lot,
247 5549
GENERAL house and
12x16 storage building.
office cleaning. 5 years
city water 753 6520 or
experience. References 22
753 2511
Musical
supplied. 759 1578 or
3 BEDROOM
UPRIGHT piano
Call doublewide
753-8642.
with pur
492 8680 after 5p m.
HAVE 15 years ex
chase option near Ky
perience General Office USED upright piano See Lake 753.8964.
Cleaning, would like to at Thurman Furniture, MUST sell 1977 12x65
208 Main St ,Murray, Ky
work three nights a week
trailer. 3 bedrooms. 1
Call 753-3824.
bath, wood unaerpin
WILL do babysitting in
ning and small porch,
my home, day or night. 24. Miscellaneous
roof recently- reseeied.
References. Call 759-1559. 5 H P horizontal
shaft immediate posstssion
Call 492 8341 to see and
YARD mowing and tri
engine for sale Ca11759
make an offer. Must see
mming. Large or small
1868
to
appreciate
lobs Call 435 4447
AIR compressors Man
ufacturer has an over
28 Mobile Homes for Rent
stock of brand new, In
10. Business Opportunity
dustrial grade. 5 H.P , 2 10x40 MOBILE home
BEAUTY shop for sale in
stage, 80 gallon tank, all furnished water. Sewer.
Murray, good locaten. cast 21.70
C F.M with garbage pickup, natural
Call after 5p.m. 474-2754.
magnetic starter. 15 year gas Prefer 1 person
SALE or trade, 1 2/16 warranty. Selling direct Near University 753 3895
acres with older duplex & to the public while Stock after 5p m
7 older mobile homes. lasts, $895.00. 10 H.P
ano 1 AND 2 bedroom
$29,000 or best offer. 753
gasoline models also trailers in city limits
5588.
No pets 753 9866 or
available
Call 502 368
"VENDING equipment, 7594
753 2365
of all types, new and AIR conditioner,
9000 2 OR 3 BR furnished or
used. Financing BTU. 220 volt, $125 Also. unfurnished. some new
available for qualified exercise bike. $60. Cali furniture, natural gas
companies and in- 753 4921.
electric, air con
dividuals. For informa- BETTER
Shady Oaks
built storage ditioned
tion call Randy at 1 800
753 5209.
buildings, now on dis
592-5414."
play at Trees in
WE buy, sell and repair
Murray. 8'x12' starting
11 Instruction
used air conditioners
at $585
Call L E
Dill Electric. 759 1577
Williams. 489 2663

Joey,
Happy 16th
Birthday!

Lyndia Cochran
Dance &
Gymnastics
Pre-Registration
753-4647

What
A Guy!

TY

11:111123:11_

1-800-334-1203

NURSING SHIFT
SUPERVISOR

OM=11111

pus, f
dryer
month

PATE

*Lope

HOME and care for
BABYSITTER needed for
elderly person
Calle 2 year old, 3 days a week
492 8879
References required
Start end Aug. 753 2915
after 730p.m.
NEEDED': Grandmother
type to keep 2 year old, 3
days a week, in my home.
Need An Extra Car
References. 753 3213
For A Few Days?
days, 753 4526 after 5p.m.
NEED a job? 4 openings
Rent From Genr‘ At
now. You may qualify
Dwain Taylor
if: (1)you do not have
GED Or your high
Chevrolet, Inc.
school diploma, (2) you
502 753 2617
have been out of school
9 months or more, (3)
You are between ages 16
& 21. We are a E0E.
SORR.I' MANAGER BUT
uJHEN ONE CONSIDERS HOW
ONE WHO HAS YOU Ow
This project is funded
ONE CAN'T EXPECT TO
CASE riding mower. 30 Business
ONES TEAM I5 FORTUNATE
DIFFICULT IT REALL1 IS,ONE
Rentals
by the Western Ky.
$450. LOYD VCR with
CATCH THEM ALL CAN ONE? MUST ADMIT THAT ONE IS
NOT TO LOSE ONE'S
Private
Industr
STOREF
y
25x40
RONT,
remote,
$200,
"camera
MIND, ISN'T ONE?!
FORTUNATE EVERT)CATCH
Council
JTPA. Call
- _
lenses with Pentax mont 1303 Chestnut St ad
THE BALL AT ALL,150 ONE'
J.T.P.A. Out Of School
zoom & wide angle plus joining M5U 615 262
753-9378 between 8:30certificates for 500 rolls of 0000
12:00 5 days a week.
film & 120 enlargements. Business space. near Un
P ROFESSIONAL
iversity Phone 753 9393
$250". Call 759 952
cosmetologist or barber
FORD fiberglass truck ✓ 0R rent
Office or
stylist. Local salon has
topper. 1978 Chevy truck
store space at Southsicie
LEARN
TO
DRIVE
opening for motivated,
bed trailer. 759 4706.
Shopping Center Phone
intelligent stylist. Must TRACTOR-TRAILER LARGE, large,
large 753 6612 or 753 4509
have min. 1 year exselection of storage PRIME office space for
i-cto rr imAyee. wE
SO, WHO
perience, excellent
6
Help Wanted
SHOULDN'T TRY ID SOLVE_
buildings in stock for
rent Downtown Court
ARE YOUR PRA66'IONAL
technical
&
communic
a
ARGUMENTS THIS v,itiN
immediate -delivery
Square
Utilittes and
ROLEAlALETES
tion
skills.
Prefer
some
NoNec
ESi-kOULD
Acree Portable janitorial service fur
MOCE_ LS 7
MURRAY State students
one not locally trained.
ilAJTATE A ROLE /*NOCE L
EXPEINIIOCE NEEDED' We
11101 Buildings, Mayfield, nished 753 4682 or 753
Job's not easy, job's not
Attractive salary, health, ,
a *OM. xxx, .1w o
pew,
. •oo
Ky'. 502 247 7831
8302
fun But if you're serious
Oirl-Nege 14.4n4ng 001 C.44 444.,p4,
insurance, incentive' an
CGA
,,
. DOW
MULCH for sale shred
about business, give this bonuses,
x
paid vacation &
31
Want to Rent
Aocredied School
ded hardwood bark by the
a run. Strong back sick
days, after 6 months
Financial Aid Available
truck load, brown or
needed. Call collect internshi
WANTED
3 or 4 bed
p. Eventual
ALLIANCE
Pack, fresh or full corn
route 2 bath to lease,
(216)673 1202_
managerial position for •
141 I 44A4114,144o .. 1 hit 14'
posted U haul or we de
prefer city
will con
• •01414 Ohl 14.
team player. Apply in
iiver Call Jerry 759 4808
BABYSITTER needed in
Sider county Call after
person: Headquarters,
Call Toll Free Anytime
my home for 5 yer old
OREGON saw chain 5P M 753 8130
715 S. 12th St. No phone
7:30a m. to 11 30a.m. 23
3/8" pitch, for 16" bar
calls. All inquiries
days a week. Must prov
$8.99; 20 & 21" 59.99. 32 Apts for Rent
strictly confidential
ide references & trans
Wallin Hardware
NO! NO!
1. 2 & 3 bedroom
THAT
COFFEE
ARRRO
WAS
W
COFFEE
portation. Call 759 9901
DON'T POUNN
Downtown Paris, Tn.
12 Insurance
apartment5. Lease ana
DECAFFEINATE P.
IT'S
TOO
LATE
IT,JON!
BASE
guitar
player
PIONEER
YOu FOOL!
stereo, 1 year deposit
No pets
No
needed. Call 436 2426 ask
old, cost $250. New, children. 753 9208. •'
CANCER
for Steve.
Prime 5 yr battery, 8 1 & 2 BR brick duplex,
INSURANCE
CAREER opportunity in
months old. Weight set $235 & $260 a month No
No
limit
Age
to
apply.
Full
time
sales or sales manage
position.
with bench, like new. pets Call 753 6931
If your present policy
ment. International Co
wrecked 1979 Camero, 1, 7 OR
Four years experience
3 bedroom
is over 5 years old it
We will train you. High
cheap Brass plated glass apartments. nicely
staff
as
nurse
reincome! Good benefits!
top vanity. Call 759 9515.
may not cover some
furnished, located near
quired. BSN and
Send resume: P 0 Box
RUBBER bed mats for campus Days, 753 6111.
of
the
newer
previous
manage56, South Fulton, Tn
all pick ups
Stokes nights, 753 0606
treatments such as
38257
ment
Tractor, Industrial Rd
experience
chemotherapy. For
1 BEDROOM duplex,
. 2"- Nit
ID
rXPERIENCED car
753 1319
desired. For more infree information call
stove & refrigerator fur
BEETLE BAILEY
penters needed Call. 435SPLIT
firewood,
$25
a
nished. $135 per month
Jerry McConnell
formatio
contact
n,
4354 or 753 1815 after
rick or 5 for $110 De
plus deposit 435 4181 af
Insurance
personnel department
BEETLE, wiTH ALL YOuR
6p m
livered 435 4530
ter 6p m or 753 4845 days
I PONT LlKe
753-4199
(502) 444-2125 or
EXPERIENCE MOPPING AO
EXPERIENCED tobacco
STAMP collection Price 1 BR furnished apt Low
TO BRING MY WORK
'free local chum serviceCLEANING, YOUR AREA
cutting hands Call 492
1-800-63
3-1178
(KY)
is
face
value
of
stamp
utilities. Call 753 3949 or
HOME WITH ME
SHOULD LOOK BETTER
8790.
plus $30 for album Call 753 9577
or 1-800-626-5435.
FULL time sales & coun
437
4826
after
m
5p
14 Want to Buy
1 or 2 BEDROOM
ter person position
TOMATO juicer, apartment near down
Lourdes Hospital
1 3 ACRES of land within Victoria 200,
available. Apply in
$29 99
town Murray. Call 753
1530 Lone Oak
6 miles of Murray Land Wallin Hardwa
person IKT Auto Parts.
re. 4 1 09. 762 6650 or
Road
where home once stood Downtown Paris, Tn
504 Maple.
436 2844.
would be nice
Would
Paducah, KY 42001
HAVE FUN IN THE SUN
USED riding mowers, 2 BEDROOM apart
consider more acreage
while you work 3 year old
all sizes and all prices
ment with refrigerator,
Call 753 3096
company now expanding,
Stokes Tractor, Indust
stove, carport, central
looking for persons well
rial Rd., 753 1319
heat and air No chil
dressed, outgoing per
WEST KY HARD
dren, no pets
Also,
sonality & a desire towork
WOOD KILN Red Oak furnished apartments
The Purchase District Health Department is recruit.- ,
hard Call now for per
$1.35 per 100 board foot
753 6609
sonal interview 502 924
IOU Al-50 ...AVE
qualified applicants for Community Health Workers Ill pi'
495 5900 Other hard
1 BEDROOM apart
LOTS oc SLAM
5814 ask for Mr Vance
tons to provide Home Health Aide/personal care a!
woods available
ment near univeysity,
NOME assembly in
nomemaker/housekeeping services in McCracken Balla, !
WE now tiave Briggs carpet, gas heat, water
come
Assemble pro
!Fulton Hickman Carlisle. Graves Marshall and Callow,.
and Tecumseh engine furnished
No pets
ducts at home. Part
parts
For, all your 489 2244
Counties
time
Experience unservice
needs
at
be
see
uS
i
will
• Positions
tilled as vancancies occur 'torn a
LARGE 2 BR. 2 bath apt
necessary Details Call
Stokes Tractor, Indust
register of qualified applicants based on but not limited
No pets Call 753 3949 or
813 327 0896, Ext 613
nal Rd 753 1319
to the county of residence of the applicant and the oca753 9577
lion
of
the
vacancy.
SERVICEMAN B
Starting salary for al! positions $4 57 per hour/S342 75
Education and ex
bi-weekly Education and experience High school
perience
High school
graduate or equivalent
equivalency and three years experience in an appropriate
plus two years of ex
health service field
perience with specialized
Experience in an appropriate health services field-may
training in the field of air
be substituted ter education on a year-for-year basis up *!
conditioning, heating and
a maximum of two years Addftional education in a hea
ventilation equipment
• related field may be Substituted for experience on a ye
installation and service
year basis Appicants that have successfully carve.,
including related trades
"60 hour Homemaker/Home Health Aide course or
Specialized training in
ill
.duets with hosptai experience in providing personal
the field may be con
raferred Use of personal vehicle is reouired when tray.,
sidered as work ex
A JOY TO SHOW! Imagination by owner has brought
perience Must have a
..i with mileage reimbursed in ali positions Execese'
charm and livability to this starter home and. or retire
valid drivers license
-ge package
Salary $6 19 per hour
ment home The interior is immactlate with pleasing
Application may be picked up at any local health (*pa
Apply at Personnel Ser
wallpaper. You'll enjoy the live-in bedroom 14 5x30
•rlf in the counties listed
the Mayfield Dist!
above
or
vices. Sparks Hall,
You'll also enjoy a cookout on the patio under the
lministrative Office 3210 North Seventh Street Mayt,i.
Murray State University,
canopy Call Century 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors for your
Applications
be_postrnar
must
ked,
.
no
later
Murray. Ky 01171,
personal tour 753-1492
14 i§67 EOUAL OPPORTUNITY thanEMPLO
m CIYT:
E0E/N1 F.

"Oh, don't be silly! No thanks needed.
Just take the brain - but tell that doctor
you work for not to be such a stranger."

32

Help Wanted

•

Mim$ ihmia

III

Aimo
share
clean
prefer
141.1i red
Donal(
LAKE
in Pan
turnist
c hen
nished
pets L
quired
tween
MU R
Inwood
Now
Housir
759 498,
NEAR l
duplex
Tastefu
earth tc
ample
bed root
deck a
yard.
person
Drive i
per ma
posit. N

NOW L,

for 1
family
elderly
Sid
9a.m 1:
753 8221
PEDI
duplex
resider
hood,
and 01
Appliar
single.
753 8096
1'A KIN
for Se
Subsidiz
BR
A
Apts ,
Equa
Opportte

33. Roi

ROOMS
from car
34

Hoe

2 BR hot
of Mumr
garage,
cond Si
pets $25
0089

7-131.1

appliare
$225. Al!
Ryan, $2.!
Estate 75
3 BR ric
furnished
pets. Re
posit req
3300.
4 BEDRC
baths, I
range, ri
storage t
$375,. mo.
Available
FEMALE
nice furni
block froi
expenses.
9a m., at
SMALL
clean, I
Prefer sf
753 3371.
37

Live

71
,47FFFE
Simbrar
f or m a n
tested
f
ity. $650
Ky 5278'
38

Pe

2 CH .
Australia
and 2 sh(
man She.
Obedenc
boarding
facility. 4:
BEAGLE
weeks ohc
stock, $2!,
4226.
RtGISTE
Bird dog z
old, shot
Reasona
Please ca

40.P
641 U Pic
miles SOU'
641 $8
8A M. 10A
APPLES
informal
Orchard, .
Rd
APPLES
cannin
varieties.
chard, 753
',TWAT°.
& juice, $
Call 489 2;

43

Re

ATIcr
-7"
derson SFr
take over
6 1 5 64 7
6 30p m.

FOR

S.

weekly:
cdttage
2br , moc
fireplace
greatroo
Center R
autiful vi
and Blood
Hibbard
966 4556
kENTUCI
acre, 12x6
septic ani
Home 554
3632 Owni
REDUC
25x 40 st
rental ,
Large lot
1303 Che
joining /
0000
SALE or
acres with
7 older
$29,000 or
5588

•••••I

•

MONDAY, AUGUST IL 1987

CLASSIFIEDS
32

Apts for

Rent

44

Lots tor Sale
COMMERCIAL lot, "in
.86" zoned for business
at Pirate's Cove, close to
Hwy 80 Ideal location
for Mind Mart or Grocery
store Call 753 4801
KENTUCKY Lake lot 1
acre, 12x60 mobile
home, septic and well,
$16,500 Home 554 8128
or Office 442 3632 Ow
ner financing
NICE lot on 121, 61/i
miles North on natural
gas lines 180x300, $3600
Days 753 1953 or nights
753 0870
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49 Used Cars
1955 CHEVY, 2 door, 6
cylinder, 3 speed manual
transmission, $1,400 Call
753 7371
1965 PONTIAC GTO. NO
cu in., 4 speed, runs
good, body good Call 489
2647
1974 MAVERICK, sharp
car, 6 cylinder, $850 14'
Jon boat, 9 9 motor, 2
years old, $800 Call 436
2654.
1975 CHRYSLER Cor
doba
V 8, power and
air, AM/FM stereo, 4
new tires. Excellent
condition inside and out
A real bargain at $795.
Call 489 1733 anytime.
1975 MUSTANG
Fair
condition. Call 759 1202.
1977 GRAN Le Mans
Pontiac station wgon,
bucket seats with console
Good condition. Trade for
pickup 435 4493
1979 280 ZX Datsun Call
753 4007.

50
53 Services Offered
Used Trucks
53 Services Offered
53 Swry ices Otlered
53. Services Offered
53 Services Offered
pus, furnished, washer,
1984 MAZDA B 2000 APPLIANCE REPAIR
FOR most any type
1NG
Inferior
dryer hook up, $250 a
Sharp , 32,000 miles $3, Factory authorized for driveway white rock
exterior, commerciai
month Call 753 0919
400 Cali 759 1959 after Tappan, Kelvinator ana also, any type gravel,
residential
Free es
IMMEDIATE opening in
4p m
Brown Service on gas dirt and sand call Roger
timates 25 years ex
Almo for 2 roommates to
84 c„HEVY Silverado, and electric ranges, Hudson
753 4545 or
perience
Tremors
share expenses Neat &
$7200 Call 436 2191
753 6763
microwaves
dis
Farris 759 19187
dean a must Females
FORD Van, stereo, new hwashers, re
GUTTERING by Sears
PAIN:TING
Now carries a
interior
preferred but not re
paint, no rust 16 mpg on frigerators, etc
Earl Sears continuous gut
exterior 25 years ex .
quired 527 3082, ask for
Lovett, 354 6956 or 753 ters installed for your
road Excellent condition
Complete 'me ot
perience Quality work
Donald
4 new Wrangler tires 436 5341
specifications Call
Reasonable rates Free
LAKEFRONT apartmenf
2858
YARD landscaping, Sears 753 2310 for free
estimates
Yearry 5
in Panorama Shores. Un
leveling driveways, estimate
Painting 436 2245
furnished, 2 BR's Kit
blade work and bush
QUALITY
*kw ••• •
51
Campers
chen appliances fur
hogging Call 436 5430 or INSULATION blown in
wtar woo a.re •••••••
workmansnip Frame
by
Sears
TVA
nished No children or
ap
For
more info
1984 39 1.'2' JAYCO Fifth 753 0659
and trim carpenter
proved Save on those
pets Lease & deposit re
Wheel travel trailer with COLLEY Tree Service.
Remodeling patio ana
high heating and cool
759-1090 fencing
quired Call 436 2484 be
all options, $18,500 Day Keep your trees in ing
D L
Poole.
bills Call Sears
tween 9a m. 6p m
474 2251, Night 753 7687_
shape by topping, prun
435 4306
753 2310 for free
MUR Cal apts Nor 46. Homes for Sale
ing, deadwooding,
MOBI
LE
HOME
ROCKY
estimate
COLSON Home
thwood Dr 1, 2 or 3 BR. 111/2 MILES southeast of
52. Boats Motors
spraying, fertilizing, or
LEE'S CARPET Specialist, Repair, Repair Roofing, siding,
Now renting_ Equal Murray
1982 Energy
14' ALUMACRAFT boat, removal of unwanted CLEANING
leveling
,
paintin
underpin
g, plumbing,
ning,
Housing Opportunity. Saver, 54x24 Doublew
For all
ide,
25 h p Johnson motor, trees. Stump removal
roofs, floors, plumbing, concrete
Free .es
your carpet & upholst
759 4984.
bricked 1/2 up, large
trailer & trolling motor Complete tree care. 14 ery cleaning.
wiring
timates
washi
,
ng,
Call 474 2307 or
For a free
NEARLY new 1 bedroom bricked front porch, 3 BR,
included, $800 Call 492 years experience Free estimate call
hurrica
ne
straps
753
6973
759
C11•47...••••••••
753 5827
duplex in quiet area. 2 bath, fireplace, great
estimates 753 0366.
8669 or 492 8425
4850
Satisfied references.
Tastefully decorated in room, dining room, kit
1974 23' RIVIERA cruiser CONCRETE driveways. LICENSED electric
753-257 1
earth tones. All rooms are chen, ceiling fan, new
ian, NEED work on your
pontoon w/extras, $3,650 patios, brick and block residential and
trees? We can beautify
ample size with large well pump, new septic, 22
com
work CALL 502 492 8160.
Call 753 3648 after 6p.m.
your yard by topping,
mercial Air condition
bedroom closets. Wood acres, stocked pond, all
SEWING Machine Re
1982 ALUMA Craft bass CUSTOM bushhogging
ing. Sales and service. shaping, dead•wooding
deck and private back fenced, new 15x30 shed,
All makes and
pair
Call
David
Wallace
753
boat, 35 h.p Johnson mo
Gas installation and or removing dead or
yard Ideal for retired large corn crib. Very
mode
Home &
n
tor, foot control, trolling 4935
repair for natural and diseased trees For
persons 1702 Oakhill quiet & friendly
dustral
Bag closing
satisfaction call the
motor, depth finder & MITCHELL Paving
LP. Fred's Repair 753
Drive in Westwood. $325 neighbors_ $38,000. Call
macrines Also scissor
753-0115kell
proven professionals at
trailer. Excellent condi Driveways, parking 7203.
per month, lease and de
Mrs Todd 436-2105
snarpening 40 yrs
Bover's Tree Service
tion $2,750 Phone 753 lots, seal coating and
posit. No pets. 753-0814.
LICENS
ED
electrician
2 BEDROOM house with
experience
All work
Striping
4451 after 5p m 753 1580
Also, offering quality service 753 0338. The compeli
WET BASEMENT? We
NOW taking applications carport, 4.6 acres, plus
guaranteed
Kennetr
limestone, gravel, top
tion knows us
you
make
at
wet
basemen
a
low
for I BR, low income 20x28' garage. Call after
ts
cost. Re
Barn ri ill, 7 5 3 2 6 7 4
53.Services Offered
should too
soil and grading Phone sidentia
dry
Work
l
complet
or
commer
family, disabled or 4p. M. 474 2785.
ely Stella, Ky
753 1537.
ODD lob specialist, guei- anteed
A 1 ENTERPRISE
Cial, day or night
elderly person. Call South
Call or
BR's totally remodeled,
ceiling
XPERI
electrica
fans,
ENCED
l,
pain
Write
Wholesal
2614.
753
e
Morgan
dealer
in gas
Side Manor, 16x22 family room,
Cor.
new
plumbing, fencing. You struction Co RI
and wood burning ap ting and paper hanging.
9a.m 12p.m., Mon. Fri. central gas, large deck,
2, Bo. 56 Free Column
PAINTING
Interior/ name it, I do it You 409A, Paduca
14
years
experie
nce
pliances
offering
,
full
753 8221.
.1 KITTENS free to good
h,
wooded lot. Hickory Dr.
Remodeling. buy, I install
You 42001 or call 1 4427026
service installation. Free estimates. Call Exterior
homes Call 436 2339
REDECORATED 60's. 753 7634
Roofing. Free Es ,
break, I fix. Call 436
753-8370 after 5P.M.
Also,
fireplac
e
repair
duptex, safe, quiet, BY owner: 2
We carry the note
timates. Willie 436 2326
evenings
2868
bedroom
FENCE
sales
'Chim
at
Sears
ney
cleani
ng
residential neighbor farmhou
se and 1.2 acres.
Call Sammy
'Masonry 'Damper now. Call Sears 753 2310
hood, walk to grocery Three fireplac
es, high
*Bird
screen
'Hoods. for free estimate for
and other services. ceilings, large
753-6448 (.°
rooms,
your needs.
436-2610.
Appliances ideal for partially
remodeled
1982 CORVETTE, 356 A 1 STUMP Removal.
single. $250 monthly. Shop with
new wiring; crossfire
fuel injection, Reasonable rates, 10'
753 8096.
other outbuildings; fen
We Specialize in
below surface. Call us
T-tops, 38,000 miles. Ex
CONSTRUCTION
'TAKING applications cing; fruit plantings;
before you decide. Free
'Never rust plastic
for Section 8. Rent quiet neighborhood. $23, cellent condition. See at
CO., INC.
estimate
s. 753 0906.
1104 S. 16th St or call
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3 000 435-4261.
wells
All Types Of
•New Construc,T
753 8124.
ALL types of masonry
BR. Apply Hilldale CHARMING 2
•Install water lines
bedroom 1982
work
Block, brick,
•Remodeiing
MAZDA RX 7, red
Apts , Hardin, Ky. beautifully decorat
Woodworking
Custom
•
ed
Interior & Exterior
& water systems
with red interior, 5-speed, concrete all basements,
Equal Housing country home
•
'Roofi
ng
on 3 air, sun
Doors, Windows
Opportunity.
roof, louvers, driveway", patios.
acres, lo v.kly shaded
Royster & McAlpin
•CorIoce1e--1054o;44.
Large or small iebs. 26
tinteel windows, stereck
Shutters & Countertop!
yard,
only
miles
Kitctien & Bath Cabinets
west
33 Rooms for Rent
looks new. 474 2202 after' years experience.
r-itract or hv holir
Installled
Well
Drilling
of Murray. Must sell.
•Drop by & see our showroom
*
Charles
Barnett
Ila.m.
*
753
Leveling_ plumbing
ROOMS for rent, 1 block 753 9349.
Murray, KY
409 SUNBURY
MURRAY - Ewhyyd Bunny Brow
901-364-3476
5476.
77
CHRYSL
ER
4
door
from campus 759 9645
sagged roofs and tloo,.XTRA nice 3 bedroom, 2
1-502-489-2482
Home: 364-3002
Brougham, exceptional 1 _APPLIANCE
repaired
bath brick home in quiet
SERVICE. Kenmore,
owner car, new Michelin
34 Houses for Rent
city subdivision, central
'Custom
Decks'
Westinghouse,
tires. Call 436 2427.
2 BR house, 1 miles East electric air and heat with
Best prices on coo'
Whirlpool. 27 years
of Murray Appliances, wood burning stove for '78 PONTIAC Grand experie
sealing roots
nce. Parts and
garage, fireplaces, air economical utility bills. Prix, good condition, V 8 service.
Bobby Hopper,
60' house $60
automatic, full power,
cond. $225, children or Fenced in backyard with
Bob's Appliance Ser
70' house $70
pets $250 Deposit. 753 many trees. Excellent $220. Call 492 8669 or 492
vice, 202 S. 5th St.
80' house $80
condition. $49,900. Phone 8425.
0089.
Busines
753
s
4872,
436
'81 WHITE Cutlass
"Factory Experience
2 BR, near Coldwater 753-5508.
5848 (home).
appliances furnished, LARGE and lovely home Calais, new turbo tech
Building & Servicing
HAMILTON Cultured
$225 Also, 2 BR, 1607 with beautiful hillside tires, tinted windows,
Mobile Homes."
marble and tile. 643 Old
dark
blue
velour
interior,
view
and surrounding 93
Ryan, $250 Coleman Real
*Phone
492-8488*
Benton Rd. 753 9400.
buckett
seats
&
console.
acres.
Property
Estate 753 9898
includes
Sharp!
753
0757,
753
8975_
large
barn and detached
3 BR house, appliances
IS it true you can buy
furnished, gas heat. No garage. Owner wants of
fer
Phone Kopperud Jeeps for 544 through
pets References & de
the U.S. government?
Realty 753 1222.
Police
posit required. Call 753
,
,
MINI rancfi, 3 1/2 miles Get the facts today!
3300
911
I
Call
1
312-742
COMPL
1142
ETE
LIQUID
Ext.
ATION
4 BEDROOM house, 11/2 from Murray. Brick
2641
baths, disposal, Bit. home offers 3 BR's, din
Thursday, August 13, 1987
NEED a good used car?
range, ref., dishwasher, ing room central heat/
10-00 AM - RAIN OR SHINE
v.Come
see Donald at 327
storage bldg., large lot. air. Detached garage, 2
MURRA
Y SILICA SAND Co.
North
Main
in Benton.
$375..mo. 511 S. 11th St. stall stable, fenced pad
Chestnut Street
dock, 2 1/2 acres. Upper Guaranteed financing
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
Available Sept. 759-9253.
Phone
FEMALE wanted to rent 30's. Don't hesitate, call with required down
Murray, Ky
Sale To Be Held At The Plant Site On
payment 527 3082
nice furnished house, half today for an appoint
7532571
Industrial Road, Murray, Ky.
=
block from campus. Low ment! .Kopperud Realty
Sale Site Phone 502-753-7196 Or 753-9251.
expenses 753 4101 before 753 1222.
Nights 502-759-4545. David Taylor
NEW 2 bedroom house.
9a m,, after 4p. M.
Chuck Johnson Owner-Mechanic
SMALL house, nice & 1,000 sq. ft., large deck
(Formerly of Murray & Fulton)
SAND WASH PLANT
clean, nice location. on deep water front lot at
Two-Wem
co
36"
Screw
Classifers•Two-Telamith Plate
Ph. 502-759-1158 days 502-753-7204 nights
Prefer senior lady Call Ky. Lake, near Paris
Feeders-16- x 5 • Telsmith Vibro-King 2 Deck Scalper
Landing. $49,500 Call 615
753 3371.
Zil
Mr. SerliCe Hwy 464 E., 1824 N.. Almo. KY 42020
Screen•Two-Wemco 3 Cell Attrition Machines-Size •10
232 7862.
(Formerly of Benton)
• Two Nordburg Symons V-Screens-3. x 12'•
Truck wash, wrecker service, steam cleaning & tire repair
Telsmith
NEW house 1521 Beckett
37 livestock -Supplies
20.. Screw Classtfer•Three-Belt Conveyors-40' -35-30
RANDY THORNTON HEATING
Chevrolet
Drive in Canterbury. 3
• Fairbanks Morse 3'. Water Pump • Wemco
SIMMENTAL and Large
14' Sand
bedrooms, 2 full
A•itator
Oldsm
& AIR CONDITIONING, INC.
obile
Simbrah bulls. Per
baths, formal living and
Trans and Carrier dealer
formance & semen dinning
SAND
DRYER
PLANT
rooms, extra
Cadil
lac, Inc.
for sales and servls• In Murray
tested. Excellent qua) large
TIMM
Louisvilke Type Dryer 72" x 30'. Handles 3010 50 Ton Per
kitchen with
ity $650 & up. Cadiz, breakfas
of Paris, TN
and Calloway County.
Hour • &tura, Gas Or Diesel Burner • Blower; Bucket
t area, family
Ky 522 8794 Elevator; Conveyors, 36 Exhaust Fan •Two-6.000 Galroom with fireplace, 2 car
802 Chestnut. 753_ 8181
lon Fuel Tanks• Meets EPA Standard
garage. 753 3903.
GM Executive &
38. Pets -Supplies
OWNER WANTS
SAND RESIN COATING PLANT
Program Vehicles
2 CH. pointed AKC OFFER- Close to Un
Greg's Vinyl Tops
Three-Sampson Muller Resin Coating Sand Mixers •
2-1907 C..
Australian cattle dogs iversity, 3 bedroom, 1
Two-Screw Conveyors w Hoppers•4' x 14' Double Deck
753-9841
Center DrDr off 641 N
1
and 2 show quality Ger
2-1987
Cao,ac
bath, newly decorated
Screen•Bucket Elevator; Portable 40. Conveyor•Two-8
(Behind old Boston
man Shepherds for sale. inside and out, main
yl
1987 Olds
Ton Bulk Bins.
M F 85
Obedience training & tenance free vinyl sid
987 Olds C.1
All Equipment Will Be Sold In Place Allowing
•
boarding in air condition ing. New sewer line.
•Simulated convertible tops
1 987 Cnev C•
One Week For Disassembling And Removal
facility_ 436 2858.
•Pin stripes .Stick on body side molding
Carport with breeze
1987 Dris
•Luggage racks •Truck rails and tailgate guards
BEAGLE puppies, 6 way and double drive,
HEAVY EQUIPMENT
1986 Go,
weeks old Good hunting outside storage, gas
PH 502 759 4034 DAYS 502-753
Two-Cat
922
B
Wheel
Loaders
W11
/
2
Yard
Buckets.
1 986 Ca..:
1458 NIGHTS
Cabs.
stock, $25. Call (502)435
heat. TVA doors. 1627
SN 94A2570B and SN 88..12202•Weldon 5000 Series Ar(
44
.
1 14
.1OUR SERVICE
1 986 Olo,
4226.
Miller. $38,500. 753 1500.
ticulate
Steer
Wheel
Loader,
Cubic
25
Foot
Bucket.
SN
•
REGISTERED Pointer
CAN'S TRUCK SERVICE
12240• Datson F G 105 Fork Lift, 130" Mast. SN 05351 •
Jr"
Bird dog puppies, 6 weeks 47.Motorcycles
Northwest Dra • line. GMC Diesel En!int:. SN 13782.
HOWARD DUNCAN. OWNER
old, shots & wormed 1980
CB 650 HONDA.
TRUCK
S
AND
TRAILE
RS
Reasonable 437 4244 14,000
We Want Your Business
Truck Wash
miles. Good con
3
Three-1974 International 4070A Transtar Truck Tractors,
Please call after 5p m
Let Us Prove It
RT 2 BOX 45A
MURRAY KY 42071
dition. Call 759 1959
903 Cummins Engines, 13 Speeds, Power Divide Rear
after 4P.M.
Ends • Two international F 265 Series Tandems w 12
40
Produce
901-642-3900
I
1981 YAMAHA YZ100 dirt
Yard Rogers Dump Beds. Allison Transmissions. 1980
s'
Hws, 79 VV P;iris
641 U Pick Tomatoes. 2 bike Good condition
RENTAt'SALIES
And 1978 Models•1976 Ford 750.5 Speed•1972 Ford 66
miles south of Murray on Asking $300. Call 474 2785
Passenger Bus•1966 International 66 Passenger Bus•
Individualized logos &
CENTER
641 $8 bushel. Hours after 4p.m
Raven 30' Aluminum Dump Trailer. Swing Out Tale Gate
drawings done for VERY
50
Used Trucks
8A M. 10A.M., Mon. Sat.
-Real Nice- • Temple 40' Reefertrader w Thermo-King
1983 HONDA Goldwing
Reasonable Rates'
..0 '.
APPLES call 489 2467 for loaded, $3200. Phone 436
Unit•Hobbs 40' Reefertrailer w Thermo-King Unit•Flint
1950 CHEVROLET pick
Rent the tools you need.
...- ,
information. Tuckers 2684
42' Drop Deck 3 Axle Trailer, 12' Deck, 30' Flat. w Ramps
up, have most parts to
759-9
Cali
567
atter
p.m.
4
•
-753-8
201
211
Main
•
Orchard, Murray Landfill 1985
Four-Butler Pneumatic 800 Cubic Foot Tanker Trailers
restore. Call 437 4366.
HONDA 200X, 3
Rd
• 26. Tilt Deck Implement Trailer, 20" Rubber. Pentile
wheeler, w , extras, 1973 BUICK wagon, by
Roberts & Walter Construction
Hitch, Air Brakes• Hobbs 40' Flat Trailer • 1977 Chevy
APPLES for freezing or exc. cond. 753 3648 after original owner. Loaded.
Scottsdale C-65 Truck, 366 Motor,562 Speed. Equipped
Murray. Ky.
canning
First $750 buys. Call 753
Several 6p.m.
753-2926
w Fontain Spreader. 11,000 miles • 1975 Chevy C60
varieties. McKenzie Or
7419
See
for
us
d.
NV our bui.ding needs
24 Hour Service
YAMAH
1984
225DX
A
3
Truck,
C 8 C. 366 Engine. 5 8 2 Speed •1983 Dodge Van
chard, 753 4725
wheeler, elec. start, blue, 1979 FORD Ranger p/u, 4
Free-Estimates
•1977 Buick Skylark•1978 Ford Granada
Indust
rial
Commercial
l'CrMATOES for canning
W.D.,
good
condition,
w/extrA, super nice. $1,
TVA Approved
& luice, $8 00 per bushel
Set Of Fairbanks Morse Levedronic 60 Ton
100. Call 753 3648 after $1950. Call 753 ,7992.
Resid
entia
l
Call 489 2756 or 4892260.
Electronic Digital Read Out Truck Scales
Cabinets Available
6p m
753-9562
10' x 70' Deck, Model 65188-08 SN G707325
43.Real Estate
15 Years Experience Estimates Welcome
ADDITIONAL ITEMS
AN acre of land in An
5 Horse Horizontal Tank Air Compressor. 3 Phase •
Dunnoway's Body
derson Shores $600 down,
10.000 Pound Cable Hoist•office Chairs And Desk•70
take over payments. Call
Radio Tower • Roper-Solids Chemical Pump. 5 Horse
404 N. 4th Streat
615 647 1527 after
Drive• Two-4000 Gallon Holding Tanks•Two-1200 GalMurray, KY 42071
6.30p m.
No Experience
lon Fuel Tanks • Six-Portable Hand Held Bag Sewing
24 Hour Crisis Line 759-4050
FOR sale or renf
Machines• G E 440 Welder • Shop Fans• Micro Fishe
Bus. 753-8730
Res. 753-6965
Also dating violence
wpekly: Waterfront
Screen • Several Parts Bins •6 Ton And 10 Ton Floor
Your opportunity to move ahead in a career with a real
cottage comp. furn.,
Jacks • Large Quantity Of Litt Pallets • 903 Currfmins
future You can climb high in a leading industry2br , modern kit., stone
Parts • Fuller Transmission Parts • Fuller And Interns•
consumer finance No experience- we'll train you ss ell
tional Rear End Parts•Transtar Model A Cab Parts•74
fireplace, extra larlie
and pay you well Above average potential all the way BEMS( SO MUCH IS RIDING
Year Transtar 4070 Cab w New Instruments•Detroit Engreatroom, sleeps 7.
must be high school grad or equivalent Top national
Ohl YOUR 11RES
r
gine
Parts
Center Ridge Sub. Be
•
Hyd
Parts
And
Cylinder For Truck Hoist •
company offers outstanding company benefits Here's
Two-4070 A Radiators • Leaf Springs And Ai, Ride Sus
autiful view of KY Lake
your future'
pensions•3208 Cat Engine•V-6 Cummins Engine•Dayand Blood River. Call B
Send Resume to P.O. Box 285. Murray.
ton And Bud Wheels•Large Lot Of Tarpaulins•G M Au
Hibbard 615 966 4555 or
tomotive Parts • Pick Up Truck Toppers• New & Used
KY 42071.
966 4556
Truck & Car Tires•Office Equipment•New & Used Truck
Robert Dial
KENTUCKY lake lot, 1
Bob Dial
_- -..,
it Car Wheels•Seats For Trucks Si Vans•Tool Boxes•
acre, 12x60 mobile home,
502 489-2153
Used Shop Equipment•Snow Mobile•New IL Used InterSeptic and well, $16,500
%Vt.%
.
No Job Too Small 15°21 489.2739
national Truck Parts•Truck Hoods & Fenders• New Au
i'kkok
Tire & Wheel Alignment
Home 554 8128, office 442
tomatic
Transmis
sions
•
4070A.
40708
Conte
And
•inla
S
li•d
nts
Wh••I
Series
3632 Owner financing
Alignm•nt
of Machine Shop
-I&
'il
Body Pads•Storage Trailers•Fuel Tanks•Frame Sec
.,.
•Computorit•d Wh•ial lielont.ng
and Electrical Motor Shop
tioni•Springs•Truck Axles• Heavy Duty Bear Frame
REDUCED $10,000
_
=
1105 Pogue
Murray ky
Remodeling. Decks. Garages & Additions
41
-I
&Front Alignment Machin*
25)(40 store front, 5
tv 1 ,...
Garage Doors, Openers & Repair
rental apartments.
COMPLETE SETTLEMENT DAY OF SALE"
Large lot has potential.
UP TO DATE BANK LETTERS A MUST!!
Owner died-Widow Liquidating
1303 Chestnut St , ad
This business of 40 years
joining MSU 615 262
0000
SALE or trade, 1 2/16
'II. AUCTIONEER P. RE AL ESTATE °Rom e
acres with older duplex &
FANCY FARM KENTUCKY 47039
7 older mobile homes
1502) 623-8466 OR ISM 673-6388
$29,000 or best offer 753
1200 N 131h St Paducah Ky 42001
SELLING
SUCCESSFUL SALES IN SEVERAL ST AILS
5588
502-443-2686

rIFIZ -apt close to cam

Welch's
Sand I Gravel

Black Beauty
Sandblasting Sand

MURRAY HOME
& AUTO

C. E.'s

Remodeling I Small
Plumbing Jobs

Look
Need Car
Good, Bad,
No Credit
No. Int.
Bankrupt

*Four Star*

14 OHL

Well
Drilling

MOBILE HOME
REPAIR

•
•
•

......................4
4frit

AUCTION

,•.,,,
. .•Dial-A
••

-Service_

..-4_

(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Refer
ence)

911

NI urray

Home & Auto

74a11/
c_Leu.)

Dan Taylor

Murray-Calloway County Hospital

Freddie Poe

753-5131

CHUCK'S TRUCK SERVICE

Your Ad Could Be Here
Call Classifieds
753-1916

Poison Control
753-7588

Calloway County Rescue Squad

SAVE SAVE

753-6952

Ar-

Starting A New Business'

Hill Electric

4..Custom

ASSISTANT
MANAGER

Spouse Abuse

Shop

Hot-Line & Safe-House

Rapid Advancement

MICHELIN

Will Clean House or Office
Call 753-6298
or 753-3781

,. .

753-1489

.,,,,,,,,_

CARROLL

AUCTION

i

DIM, CONSTRUCTION

Saturday, August 15th, 9 a.m.

To place your ad in the Dial-A-Service

KELL ELECTRIC
MOTOR SERVICE

-

-•

JAMES R. CASH

.411-

call:

753-1916

I

••
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OBITUARIES
Charles Gene Holt
Services for Charles Gene Holt
will be Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Miller Funeral Home of
Murray. The Rev. Gerald Owen
will officiate.
Burial will follow in Sugar Creek
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 3 p.m. today
(Monday,.
Mr. Holt, 39, Rt. 3, Murray, died
Saturday at 7:15 p.m. See releted
accident story on page 21.
He was an automobile mechanic
and a veteran of the Vietnam War

He was born May 23, 1948, in Tennessee. His father was the late
Hiram Holt.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Becky Walls Holt, to whom he was
married on Jan. 4, 1983; five sons,
Nathan Harold Walls Holt, Matthew Carl Holt and Samuel Kyle
Holt, all of Rt. 3, Murray, and
Charles Anthony Holt'Amin/an:les
Lee Holt, Illinois; one daughter,
Mary Holt, Illinois; his mother,
Mrs. Virginia Ayo Dick, California; one brother, James Neal Holt
and wife, Helen, Ohio.

Eli M. Alexander Sr.
The funeral for Eli M. Alexander Sr. was Sunday at 2 p.m. at
First United Methodist Church.
The Rev. A. Nowell Bingham and
the Rev. Bill Fisher officiated.
Music was by Margie Shown.
soloist. and Joan Bowker,
organist
Pallbearers were Willie
Jackson, Robert Glin Jeffrey.
Fred Schultz. Max Brandon,
William Bill Smith, John Hina.
Mark Brady and Preston ( Ty I
Holland.
Burial was in Murray Memorial
Gardens with arrangements .py
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.

The family requests that expressions of sympathy take the form of
donations to Murray Independent
Schools Foundation.
Mr. Alexander, 57, of 1616
Keenland, Murray, died Friday at
7:30 a.m. at Baptist Memorial
Hospital. Memphis, Tenn.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Sally Alexander; three sons, Eli
Alexander Jr. and wife, Mae, Murray, Jon Alexander, Memphis,
and Stuart Alexander, Fernandine
Beach, Fla.; two sisters, Madge
Alexander, Murray, and Mrs. Nell
Adkinson, Fairax, Va.; one
brother, Jack Alexander, Benton.

Dale Outland
Final rites for Dale Outland
were Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home.
Officiating were the Rev. R.J.
Burpoe and the Rev. Charles
Anderson. Music was by Choir of
Cherry Corner Baptist Church
with Cecil Glass as director and

Joyce Gibson as organist.
Pallbearers were Garvin
Phillips, Harold Phillips, Bobby
Clayton, Kenneth Parker, Hal
Winchester and Stanley Wilson.
Burial was in Hicks Cemetery.
Mr. Outland, 52, of Rt. 5, Murray. died Friday at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.

Company official makes commitment on tobacco crop
The president of Philip Morris
U.S.A. told tobacco farmers the
company's expanded commitment to American tobacco will
result in increased purchases of 30
million pounds of leaf in 1987.
Speaking at the opening of the
vast Carolina flue-cured tobacco
markets, Frank E. Resnik, president and chief executive officer of
the nation's leading cigarette
manufacturer, said, "this expanded commitment will result in increased domestic leaf purchases
in the 1987 season of more than 30
million pounds of flue-cured and
burley tobacco."

1r#-TD,Ns

Resnik also said. "The tobacco
markets have for centuries been
central to the economics of the
farmer, the warehouseman, the
manufacturer, the retailer and the
government. The markets were
important 200 years ago and 100
years ago, and they are important
today.
"Since the very beginning of
Philip Morris more than 140 years
ago. American-grown leaf has
been essential to our tobacco products. Over the past several months, we have been proud to say
that our company is taking that
commitment to American-grown

HILLIARD LYONS

Stock Market
Prices as of 10 a.m.
Industrial Average
Goodyear
+6.69
2592.00
Previous (lose
I.B.M.
513/8 +1
Ingersoll Band
Air Products
A.T.C.-Class .4
Jerrie()
1
4A
2634B- 26/
34 +
Kmart
AT&T
Kroger
383/8 unc
Briggs & Stratton
JCPenney
Chrysler
39% - I 8
Penwalt
CSX Corp
383
/4 unc
35 +1
Dean Foods
Quaker Oats
/
4
Dollar Gen. Store
Sears
10/
1
4B 10%A
96% +
Texaco
Exxon
Time Inc.
Ford
1033/8
U.S.Tobacco
G.A.F.
5•51/e -34
General Motors
87/
1
4 +1
Wal•Mart
/
4
GenCorp, Inc.
Wendy's
113% +1/4
C.E.F. Yield
Goodrich
59+%
414 MAIN STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
753-3366

Professional
Hearing Care

73/
1
4
164%
41%
20/
1
4B
45
39
60%

+%
+1
/
4
unc
tIA
•I/a
-l it
+ 35

high quality ot American-grown
leaf a step further."
In a separate letter, Resnik tobacco that the entire tobacco
singled out Congressman Carroll :community makes possible."
Hubbard, Jr. (D-1st and Senators
Wendell H. Ford OD( and Mitch
The Spine
McConnell (RI "for their counsel
the Human
is
and advice to us in moving forcontrolling
Switchboard
ward with our increased purVigor
and
Health
chases of American-grown
tobacco."
Philip Morris supported passage
of the Tobacco Improvement Act
of 1986.
Resnik pointed out that the init£0
creased purchases are "over and
881.
above" the company's increased
54
buying commitments made last
Mit
year to the U.S. Department of
Agriculture.
1.1818--•
511101%801-•
"All of us at Philip Morris are
88.110184VALLI ••
extremely confident of the future
economic viability of the tobacco
spOt Wit—
community," Resnik said.
6.80015.•
0.08181.••
"We are confident that the 60
llageS••••
million smokers in the United
States who enjoy smoking will
continue to appreciate and use the

Read the
want ads

2
+3/i
553
/
4

45
1123/8
29%
397/s
101/.

1/2

unc
•3,4
•1/4
+%
+ 1/s
6.13

NOTICE
We Haul White Coldwater
Gravel and Dirt.

K & K STUMP REMOVAL
Mechanically removed
24- Deep
Free Estimates
Treated Cross Ties
435-4343 Bob Kemp or
435-4319 Bob Kemp Jr.

BETTY BOSTON
PAT GOSSUM

Bel-Air Laundry
& Dry Cleaners
Bel-Air Shopping

GM QUALITY
SERVICE PARTS

Center

i•••••

Keep The GrT.1

MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT

Alterations & Winter Storage

Very Competitive Rates.
Covers Prescription Drugs & Excess Doctor
Charges Medicare Won't Pay.

Suits, (Plain) Dresses,
Long Coats (Pleats Extra)

BENNETT & ASSOCIATES
753-7273
Underwritten by: Golden Rule Insurance
"A — Rated (Excellent)

753-8055
STONE-LANG CO.

Most Insurances Accepted
For Appointment Call:

DR. R.L. ZOELLER
THE CHIROPRACTIC
CENTER
759-1122

Dwain Taylor Chevro et, inc.

53`-'5242

FREE HEARING TEST
•Hearing Aids Sold On 30 Day Trial
•BatterietvService All Makes
Board Certified Hearing Aid Specialists

Chiropractic
releases
the
Power
Hithin

Frzi

••C•O•• C0•00.,

eeluv Kith Genum. (..%1

1983 Chevy
Silverado
2 tone blue, rally
wheels, P.S., P.B.,
air, auto, S.R. window, rails, chrome
bumpers, tilt, cruise,
cassette.

$25°
Each
Trousers, Skirts,
Sweaters, Sportcoats (Pleats Extra)

Hearing Aid Center
206 S 4th. Murray

Good
Neighbor
Chevy
Stars

641 South
Murray
753-2617

1.50 Each

$,7- 500

Expires 8-15-87

ANNtv

RS(L\

Sanders -Purdom Motor Sales

1962. our first New Car Showing with the 1963 models. Left to right: A.C. Cook Sanders,
Jimmie ID. Foster, Keith Hill and Wells Purdom Jr.

In Celebration of 25 years of serving the
Purchase Area we are offering the
following specials:
1. MI new 1987 models have been reduced in
addition to GM Rebates or new GM Financing.
2. Large selection of GM Programs cars with
thousands of dollars of savings. The GM
Program cars are '86 & '87 models with low
mileage and remaining new car warranties in
effect.
3. Register for an oldsmobile
Aero Tech to be given away

Purdom Motors Inc.
"Satisfied Customers Are Our Main Concerti!'
OLDSMOBILE-PONTIAC-CADILLAC-BUICK
1300 Hwy 121 Bypass
Murray 753-5315

AbIsaeaagiiiialtit
igt1
/
4
1987, our first anniversary in our new location on Hwy. 121 Bypass. Left to right: Wells
Purdom Jr., I. Wells (Tripp) Purdom III, Jerry Henry and Jim Suiter.

New GMAC Finance Rates

11 •9%

24 Months
3.9% A.P.R. for 36 Months
4.8% A.P.R. for 48 Months
8.9% A.P.R. for 60 Months
A.P.R. for

OR
Rebates
Rebates
Rebates
Rebates

up
up
up
up

to *2000 on Cadillacs
to s1000 on Oldsmobiles
to s1000 on Buicks
to s700 on Pontiacs

Some models do not quality for GMAC Sbecial Financing rates and rebates
These rebates are in addition to our own discounts

GM QUALITY
SERVICE PARTS
GENERAL MOTORS OORpORATION

GM

